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"Ten million Aduli Americans above the age of 18 have h d so

little schooling that they are virtu 1 illiter tes--they cannot

read, write and figure well enough to meet minimal de ands

of modern life."

- Ambrose Cal iver
Late Chief of the
Adult Education Section
U. S. Office of Education



FOR_.EWORD

The General Federation of Wornen.'s Clubs conceives as
one of its special tasks that of lending support .to the nationwide
effort-to eliminate illiteracy in the United States and to give
assistance toward the solution of this major problem at the
international level. In this- administration, we have chosen as
our theme, "To!.;trengthen the Arm of Liberty; " We believe
one way we can strengthen the Arm. of Liberty is through direct
efforts to reach and teach the 8.3 million adults in the United
States, age 25 and above, who have less. than _five years of
schooling. These men and Women are-severely handicapped as
workers, aS heads of -families, and as citizens because they
cannot read, write, and figOre at a functional level.

In achieving the goal of a totally literate nation within
the next ten years, many public and private agencies will have
to join forces. Courses of instructions of various kinds will have
to be organized and taught. New methods and techniques using
mass media will have to be adopted The General Federation
of Women s Clubs initially will stress two major approaches:

(I) the established teacher-student classroom
situation utilizing new methods and techniques

(2) "Operation Alphabet," a new approach to
helping adults learn to read and write using
television

Both approaches are considered vital and necessary if a genuine
attempt is made to attack the country's illiteracy problem on a
national scale.

This manual has been prepared to aid clubwomen in
developing and carrying out either type of program. In Some

communities both approaches may be used at the same time.



The manual provides suggestions for Planning and organiz-
ing literacy programs; samples and illustrations of course content;
and suggested criteria for setting up such programs. What is pre-
sented in the teaching phase-of this manual will nave to be
augmented by additional lessans and experiences introduced by
the teacher. If handled with care, the man* will successfully
guide the volunteer teacher iim.effectiVely teaching adults the
literacy skills. This manual represents the joint contributions
of Doctors.Edward \l'i Brice and-Roy B. Minnis of the U. S.
Office of Education, and Mrs. El len C. Henderson,. Specialist
in the teaching of reading and speech. The General _Federation
of Women'.s Clubs grateful' y acknowledges.their.contribOtion
as a service to our mu.tual concern for the uneducated and
undereducated in our society

.s Dexter 0 is Arnold
President
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CHAPTER I

THINGS YOU CAN_ Dp

Each women's club or club membor can
gain strength and stature by initiating a
county or city-wide campaign to inform men
and women tha

I. Adults can learn whatever they need to know.

2 The best time to learn anything is when you feel a need
for learning it - whether you are 16 or 60.

New methods of teaching enable adults to acqUire "the
skills of reading, writing and figuring in a few months.

4. Most jobs now require workers who can read and write.

To initiate or improve a program of adult literacy education,-
the woMen's club or clUb member should:

I. Study the literacy figures for,your State, city or-county
as recorded in'the U. S. Census.

2. Have a panel discussion of the needs for an adult
literacy progran in whkh the stated city and school
officials, labor leaders, and leaders of comMunity
orpanizations participate.



Encourage adult students to attend classes for adults
.whiah ore already organized.

4. Cooperate with other-organizations in the-community
and jointly develop a program of-action toward
beginning classes -.very soon...:

-SuPport- good legislation for adult :education,.

Te -6h-classes whenever you are prepared to do -so...-

--The Role of Ste Government

Many states have legislation designed to rant authority to
local districts to carry on schools and classes for adults. In some
instances these laws make mandatory the offering of certain types
of classes. New York, for example, passed a law In 1918 requiring
the compulsory maintenance of evening schools in which required
subjects must be taught. Figure 1 shows the typical organization
of adult education in a state for a good program of adult education.

State Government
Financial Aid For Adult Education

Chief State School Officer
and Assistants



School District Government
(Local Finance

Superintendents

Local Directors, Adult Education Principals,
Supervisors, Counselors

Teachers of Adults

iL
Adult S udents

The significance of the creation of thi s kind of organization
lies in the fact that where such an organization exists there are
excellent opportunities for cooperation and coordination of
literacy efforts.

How To Use Existing Facilities

Many local boards of education are opening public schools
for classes in literacy and citizenship. It is important to know
exactly what the board of education in your community offers.
Details of any adult education program can be easily obtained
from the board and should serve as the basis for planning a total
program.



If the board does provide literacy and citizenship training
for adults, then clubwomen and volunteers shOuld work with the
board's program and under.the guidance .of the local director of
adult education. In no case should _competing systems _or programs
be establ.ished. It is good to remember that .the prirnary responsi-
bility for providing educational opportunities for all citizens in
the community rests. with the board_ of -education.

Where a local board of education does not provide any
adult educ-ation classes for illiterates or Where these-.classes
are inadequate for the needs of the community, it is often
possible tO persuade there!, to expand on.the basis of demonstrated
need. In -some cases where the local bocird_maY.not be able to
provide classes, or adequate classes,..cooperation.in providing
Classroom, spaCe, teaching aids and general -guidanae- Will uSually
be obtained.

In the actual setting up of a volunteer program, the local
board of education and the public library will usually cooperate
even where they cannot extend direct aid. It would be advisable,
where suitable, that someone connected with these agencies be
asked to serve as members of the committee.

Among the clubwomen and volunteers a professional teacher
can probably be found to take the initial responsibility for the
curriculum, and also for training a group of volunteers to help
in the program, or take it over eventually. In selecting
volunteers for training as teacher the professional should, where
ever possible, choose those- who have been teachers previously, or
who have had some courses in pedagogy, although they may not
have had direct teaching experience.

As a clubwoman you will, of Courie, know the leaders of the
General Federation of Women's Clubs1 in your district, State, and
cornmunity, dnd you shoUld Cooperate With them in every way.
The best service will result when_al I eKistIng agencies and
authorities are Working together.



Using This M nual

This manual is not designed to be a complete course in
literacy education for the first level or grades 17-3... It is
suggestive-ofthe- type of apFoach which may be successfully
used by a volunteer teacher in organizing and teaching-a
I iteracy class.

The first section following this chapter gives a full
explanation of "Operation Alphabet" and how it may be used
in a program designed to reach a large number of adult HI i-
terates in a relatively short period of time.

Following this section there a e lessons in talking, reading,
writing, spelling, arithmetic, health and science. These
lessons do not represent the full treatment which should be
given to these important aspects of literacy at the beginning
level. Additional work will be required, and this work should
be based on the "Basic Essentials Chart," which is-at the back
of this manual. Supplementary materials of a great variety
will be required for enrichment For additional materials and
information a brief list of selected references appears at the
end of the manual.

Suggested Cr teria for the Selection of
Teachers for CFWC Sponsored Literacy Classes

Has served_ ai a teacher during some period of her
life.

Is vitally interested in people and their progress
rather than in subject matter per. se.

Has a flexibility of personality and attitude
toward education which makes it possible to,
understand the differences in teaching adults.
The-adult student-is d member of a volunteer



audience while elementary, 5econdury or
collegiate students are a "captive" audience.

4. Has a high !eve! of patience and tolerance for
persons who may not appear to be rapid learners.

Has respect for others and their experiences as
they perceive them.

Has creativ ty and ingenuity in deve oping
materials.

Has high emotional stab lity and low boiling poin

Willingly participates in orientation program to
understand special materials prepared for adults
and how to use them.

Participates in training programs to learn the
psychology of the adult, aduit learning principles,
materiai availability, and curriculum developmental
techniques and utilization.

JO. Has the temperament and ability to work with local
educational authorities as a "partner."



WHAT YOU ARE GOING TO TEACH - AND HOW

Reading, Talking, Writing, Rguring,
Citizenship and Listening

You have organized a class by using.good motivation an
encourageMent for adults-to enroll. _They are in your class
because of_selfdeterrnined nee.di .and because .in the -actiia_
working out of their lives they find further -learning necessary
and. desirable..

The meeting, plaCe has-been carefully arranged. It is
cle-an comfortable, well Ventilated and lighted. .You
have the necessary equipMent--blackboard, eraser, b011etin
board, chairs-,, tables, and storage space. The meeting piaae
may- be-in, a. sChool home,_ settlement house, clubroom, .cu
.Y.M.C.A oi* Y.W.C. A. , community center, store, churCh,

afactory, a-hall or:.basement.

You-are ready to begin,:-.Where and how should you
start with 20-30 adults who are eager to _learn? A few
suggestions may be helpful.

Be friendly!

Get acquainted wIth your students.

Record the pertinent information about each one,

4. Discuss informa what they Nould like ta
accomplish in the class.

Discuss your Specific-goals for ,the class.

6. Discuss and show the materials which are to be
_ _

used, time allotment and schedulei.



Introduce the first subject matter.

In classes of adults who do not understand English,
give each member of the class a card on which is
printed his name and address, the number or name
of the meeting place, and the time for the meeting.

The Role of the Voltinteer Teacher-

The quality of:literacy instruction can-be improved if .the
teacher will, in all classes- where- the adults-understand Engl ishi

Make use of many kinds and types of audio-visual
aids such as charts, pictures, pamphlets, flash
cards, and magazines which relate to the topic
of the lesson.

-. Vary the methods and techniques of instruction.

Provide many opportunities for participation of
the students.

4. Acquaint students with the sources of intormation
which they need concerning their everyday affairs.

5. Make use of the library, homemaking, health,
and other facili ies and services whenever
possible.

6. fall upon nearby schools, colleges, and univer-
sities and othei- resources in the community for
materials to enrich the lessons

7. Attend workshops arid other meetings held for
literacy education teachers;

Work closeAy, with the edbccition authorities in
_

the area to -provide the kind of program which
will be succeisful.



9 Keep accurate records and reports of the class.

10. Plan follow-up work with the students.

In all of these activities care must be taken to insure- a mature,

.apProach -. For aduitswho Understand English it is best to use

.the -correlative method of teaching.: -This means that reading,
writing, Speaking, health, science, .arithmetic, etc. -,--should
.be presented- as a total or .".Whole''..experiencer.for the.iadult

and not.as small, separate bits-and-Pieces-of knoWledge.-

-The unit method Of teaching lends-itseif- to the teaching of
adults4 The deVelopMent of a'un it must itic I6de four things:

The working out of a unit must be the answer to
adult-understood problems of adult appeal and

interest.

Listing of aims and objectives. What le rning must
the adult get from this material?

Listing of .everyday activities that must be performed
by the adult in working out the unit.

4. Checking these activities with the tool subjects
reading, writing, arithmetic essentials).

What should the teaching of a unit include?

I. The adults must be well.Jarepared to desire and to
understand what they are going to do.

The teacher must have the activities listed and,
check them off when they are completed.

The teacher must have,a-definite plan, must know
what and how to-dolt and have all needed supplies
and equipment ready.



4. Time during each meeting of the class must be
set aside for all kinds of related drill work.

The teacher should make an outline ofi all
subject matter taught and check it aginst
the list of minimum essentials which are in

c o is manu

Nothing should be done for show or window
dressing. The work must be honest, or
unsatisfactory !earnings will take place.

A Great Big Caution for the Teacher

Inexperienced teachers of adults may be int-lined to go
too fast and not be thorough. Be sure to include all leanings
that are possible. For the first level of literacy--approximately
the first three grades of the regular school system-- at least
240 hours of classroom or classroom and job related training
will be necessary. Experience has shown that this amount of
time may be much reduced if classroom instruction is enrich-
ed with a liberal use of audio-visual instructional materials.

Basic Essentials to be Taught

The classroom or the formal learning situation may be
an entirely new world for the adult. He must be informed
as to what is expected of him, and in turn he must be given
a chance to explain what he expects to get out of the experi-
ence. The classroom atmosphere should be as- informal as
possible. Adults, as other students, should have_the feeling
that they are being successful if they are to continue coming
to the dais.

In the back of the manual are listed the basic essentials
which in the judgment of the authors are to be achieved if the
first level of literacy is to be achieved. Remember-these goals
are the minimum essentials. If you-r class can do better than

10



lists 17 causes for drop-ou

1 Poor tea& -eacher's lack of interest in the
group.

Poor grouping or placeMent of students.

Class size --too large for personal attention.

4. Student s needs not met.

5. Student has not been made to feel that the need
for "learning never ends."

6 Poor equipment and facilities.

7. Stairs too difficult to cli b; seats too small.

8. Loss-of interest.by,studer: 1 ck of abilitY or
Skills.-

9. Class conflicts wIth working hoUrs of students..

10. ._Lon holidays and numerous holidays.

II. Illness or oth dult problems at home.

12. Students' social interests competing.

13 Too much expense or time consumed in
transportation.

14. Lack of transportation.

15. Goal of student has been attained

16. Fa ily reasons

17. Student's improved employment and inancial
situation.



this so much the better. It is doubtful that an individual can
become too literate!

Examinations

The traditional testing program of sublective examinations
has no real purpose or place in a literacy education program
at the first level. Emphasis should be upon demonstration and
performanr1 of a very practical sort. Can the adult read well,
write a simple letter, and solve number problems up to a
certain level? How well does he accomplish these things?
Adults are generally afraid of examinations and this is
particularly true of adults who dropped out or never attended
school. Examinations in the literacy program should not
enhance these fears.

HOW.-TO ..USE.-AUD_10,-VISUALTEACH NG AIDS

Visual and audio-visual aids are a vital part of the lite
acy teaching process. The picture, the poster, the word on
the chalkboard, the map of the United States, are al
indispensable visual aids clarifying and strengthening the
sublect matter taught. The filmstrip, combined with records
is an audio-visual instruction to English. Records, -combined
with pictures and a printed text are again an introduction,
through listening, associating, imitating, and, repeating
to beginner's literacy.

Holdin he Adults - o -You Have Drop- uts?

You will have 'adUlti dropping-out of_many- literacy classes.
They enroll, attend a-few classet and then disappear never to
return. Why does this happen? can you do-_anything abaut
it/ The Bureau of Adult Education of the State cif New York



-Techniques that Help to Hold Attendance

Be sure that each adult-experiences. a---feeling of
success. Emphasize.. that the .class is not a-Course-,
that it has no specifie beginning or-terminal -,point,-

that .the student is free.- to enter 'When-he wishes -and
ta-remain as long as, he-,.is "getting something."

Plan the program and lesSons with the advice o
.students..

Beginning and ending.the. class -n

Holding the class at a Hme and plade -convenient
for the student.

Keeping the class where possible open on an
all-year round basis.

Establishing sound guidance and counseling
services, and recreational facilities for the
students and their friends.

Arranging for students to take part in community
celebrations, drives, and campaigns which provide
opportunities for civic participation.

Involving the-adults and-their-families and Men s
the educationarprogram.

_ _

Invalving the students in,the prornotion of the
class-and the iecrLiitthent:b 'new students.

O. Relatidgliteracy prpgrams to definite oni-the-job
-sresponsibilities anCi- duties--

elating literacy-prograrn to' future job oppor-
unities an

_



12. Taking an in erest in the adult and his total
situation.

'13.- Freely giving extra time to members of the c_ -ss who
have been.unaVaidably absent.

14.-- .Making talk;ng opportunities for- the students who are
learning-to speak- Englis.h. .

What It

"OPERATION ALPHABET"

How It Works

"Operation Alphabet" is a new approach to helping adults
learn to read and write. It consists of 100 half-hour television
lessons on video-tape which are shown five days a week for 20
weeks. The adult student uses a TV Home-Study Book at home

_

to supplement and reinforce what he learns crom the TV lessons.

The adult who Conicientiously follows -0Peration_Alpha-
bet" throughout_the 100 lessons and-rwho _studies and practices
with_the TV:HOrne-.Study- Book will aCquire_a basic reading
ability. He will gniie, understandi_ and_be-abje to learn
more words.- He will be.abler to_underStand,Inany..cornthon signs
and directions' which confrOnt.him daily;:and he will be_able-
to write better. =,-He Will:be-better able-to_--get=and.hold &job.
He- will- have a -goad -fau6dation- for further:elementary educa-=

HOpefUl ly Avi111-;gainlenough-- self-confidence and.an-/.. _ _

appetite"T for...learnings;ita_enroll:in pubilc school' adult
eduCation cif-elethintarrschool levels, ,the

. . =

'serious..Student,of. "Operation'Alphaber-,shoUld reach= otvery
-nearly reach)_a thirdgra& reading:and_ writi'nglleVel.-

"Operation Alphabet" is enuine attempt to attack
the natiores-illiteracy problem on a national-scale. To help



insure its success three basic cons_der -ions have been followed:

I. The -program must.be educationally sound.

"Operation Alphabet" was carefully designed and
checked.over -a -period of two years:to insure- its
soundness. It -does work.

The cost to anyone must be held to a bare minimum.

The films for "Operation Alphabet" are loaned to
TV stations without charge. They are provided
through the courtesy of the Annenberg School of
Communications University of Pennsylvania;
the Philadelphia Public Schools, Division of
School Extension, and Station WFIL-TV of Phila-
delphia, Pa. The TV Hon-le-Study Book costs
only $2 and is printed-on high-quality paper with
an extra-sturdy cover and binding so that it will
hold up under heavy, daily use. Mass production
techniques have brought the cost down to this
affordable level. The books are available from the
National Association of Public School Adult
Educators, 1201 Sixteenth Street, N. W.
Washington 6 D. C.

A skillfully designed program of public information
is necessary.

Realizing that the success of Operation Alphabet"
depends to a very large degree on the ability to
reach those in the community who need it, a large
variety of promotional materials have been prepared
for use in the community. Many of these materials
are provided to the community free. Others are
available at low cost.

15



"Operation Alphabet" already is-well under way across-the
Nation. Scores of communities have.shown the program or are
scheduled to show it. Response to the program has been highly
enthusiastic.

Television is an especially_effectiVe means of teaching
illiterates because it provides them with the privacy they demand.
One major reason school-centered- I iteracy_programs have not reached
more non7readers -is be6-auSe these.people rebel against revealing
their educational shortcomingsshortComings which _many of them
have sucCe-ssfuily hidden for many. years.

"Operation Alphabet., on the other hand, con reach a high
percentage of-non-readers in-.a community and provide themwith
",group instrOction" in an individual situation.

One of-th-e most frequent co- plaintS of literacy education
teachers is that most of the m-aterial _availagle to them is -childish
-in content'. -_"_Operation Alphabet," Constantly aware of- its
audience,._ directs th-e.--lessons toward the reading needs of illiterate
adults.and the world in-which the adult lives', _Lessons center-. on the--
reading involved in typical daily activities such as boarding:a buS-,-
aaing- to the post-office,_ visiting a friend, buying groceries, pic-
-nicking in the park, reading _a letter from a friend or reldtivel and,
fin-ding one's way about in a hospital.

Clubwomen across.America can_ play a vital role_ in_ the
-eradkation of illiteracy in-'-_-this-country as millions already have
in communities where "Operation Alphabet" has been shown. -What
.can they do?

Write for information about the program Address
inquiries to: "Operation Alphabet," C/O The
National Association of Public School Adult Educators,
1201 Sixteenth Street, N. W. , Washington 6, D. C.

16



Ope

2. Encourage the school systems in their communities to
endorse and sponsor _"Operation Alphabef.-"

Encourage the school-system-to establish adult
elementarY education c 165.s-es if none exist and
to provide them free of cost, or.at very ..low cost,
to- adults. (Most of the persons who -need and
want basic education -ate not able to afford
tuition fees.)

4. Study census tracts of the community to locate
adult illiterates, then concentrate information
about "Operation Alphabet" in those areas.

Offer to serve as a "helper o those adults who
equest help.

6. Watch the series to understand what and how the
adult is learning.

.ested -Criteria-for-the selection- of -"helpers" for the
ion Alphabet learning-listenin

I. Is not condescending to persons of lower socià
economic and educational levels.

2. Tends to be well liked by others even those
with whom she disagrees.

Ia...

Gives service in a manner which reflects an
attitude of being the benefactor of the experience.

4. Is willing and does participate in a short course,
orientation program, on techniques of helping
neighbors learn in a group via television.



Willing to report results to GE C :nd -loc I school
authorities.

It is important to remember that the best televised program
for teaching illiterates is the one which effectively mobilize.; the
total resources of the community. In this kind of organization,
the school has an important and crucial role to play.

Due to technical difficulties it may be impossible to
schedule Operation Alphabet in your community. Whether or
not Operation Alphabet films are available, every community
with a TV station should explore the possibility of citizens
working together with representatives of the TV industry and
public education to develop and promote a televised educational
program for adult illiterates. The combination of educational
resources of the schools with the technical_ knowledge about
broadcasting on the part of the TV stations should provide the
basis of partnership that will make an important contribution
to the educational welfare of the community. Several 16mm
films of Operation Alphabet are available for loan to club
women in communities as a sample of a televised literacy
program. Prints of the film may be secured on request to the
National Association of Public School-Adult Educators,
1201 Sixteenth Street, N. W. , Washington 6, D. C.

18



CHAPTER 2

LEARNING TO .TALK ENGLISH

The Foreign Born

The .pOrpose of this .section of .the
manual iSto shoW teachers how they can
teach the Use of-Englishiariguage to
adults-.even though they.dO .not know
the languages-.*hich -are:being sPaken
by the members of the class;

LEARN I NC,
E s.16 L 6 H

The experiences through which the students will learn to
talk, may be begun at the first session of the class. The
students will learn to hear and speak one sentence and they
will hear the teacher greet them appropriately and dismiss
them with the word goodby.

The manu I provides for the beginning of four kinds o
development.

Thinking in English

_The students will learn to:think in- English without.having
first to think in their native lezingOage; This -they'can begin to
do because--of the-dramatic.-,.way:the teacher can present- the
meaning afthe sentence.'J_--By-theans_af cards an whie.h:_ithe,words
are printed or written, theleachercan pantomine the_ meaning
as it_ pertains tojierself and to_ the_st6dents.

19



Repetition to Ga n Facilit and Self-con dence

Each day the students should learn something that they
can continue to use in the class and with other people outside
of class. The students will have used the sentence so many
times in the first session that they wHI feel confident about
using it elsewhere.

Ability to j-lear and Imitate the English Language

The students will become able to imitate the teacher's
sentence intonation and pronunciation. They will have made
many repetitions of the sentence in group response, individually,
and in talk with other members of the class. Moreover, they
will have learned to hear English as it is spoken with its words
run together as if a sentence or a phrase is one longer word,
and they will have learned that one sentence may be made of
two phrases. They will have learned to listen for the indivi-
dual words and for the sounds of some of the words.

Correct Production of the Language Sounds
_ _

The students may learn to speak English With no.foreign
accent if they make all of the sounds correctly. To learn
correctly is better than to have to hove special treatment
later. The students should alsolearn: to speak with the sen-
tence intonation that is- characteristic-- of- Engl ish. They can
readily imitate the teacher's intonation because the teacher
can pantomine the sentences to give the:different-meanings
which are illustrated here with italics-to indicate the important
word. Note thot the voice rises gradully or:abruptly until the
important word is being spoken and then falls abruptly or
gradually until the-sentence- is finished. In a question the
intonation is completed in the-answer.



This is my name.

This is my name.

This is My name.

This is my name.

Note that these four words are spoken in English as if they
are syllables of a longer word. The long word always has an
accent on at least one of the syllables. Every thought phrase
is like a long word when we speak it. We do not have to ca I
the attention of the students to this; but we must be sure that
they are thinIing the meaning of the phrase. If we are think-
ing the meaning, the voice behaves in the English way. It is
best never to use the word emphasis because there are so many
kinds of emphasis.

Is this my name?

Is this_my name

Is this rny name?

Is this my name?a,D
In the four words of the sentence are five

consonant sounds, two vowels and one dipthong.
Here at the beginning, is one of the two th
sounds Wh;ch are not used in the words of most
languages and are the cause of much dialectal
speaking. The students can easily imitate the
teacher's production of the th which is in this,
for they can see the tip of his tongue as hi
thrusts it slightly between his teeth.: If the
tongue comes between the teeth it will not
behind the upper front_teeth to_make a d or a
t sound, nor will itbestópped by the teeth



to make a z or an $ sound. The students can see
the teeth open to let the vowel sound come out
before they chop off the breath for the s of this.
They can see the teeth open and close again to
make the two sounds of is. They can see the lips
close to make the m offy and then open wide to
make the vowel sounds of the diphthong at the end
ofm: While the teeth are apart for the diphthong
the students can see the tongue fit behind the upper
front teeth to make the n of name. They can hear
the vowel scund for the a of name come out while
the lips are closing for the final m.

Throughout the-sessions the teacher
realizes that because some of the students

-speak-,no English she cannot depend upon talk
in her-teaching. She therefore has to dramatize--
or pantomime the meaning until the adults can

-.understand what she is saying or until they can
.express their own_,Fdeas. The teacher can have
:Pictures and dishes-and other small things to be
Used to make the meaning clear.

n I

s ering the Name Sounds of the Con nants
m, n, s , t

The aim of this first lesion is to have all
of the members of the class begin to make the
tongue-teeth-lip movements for making the five
consonant sounds that occur in this, is, my, name.
A secondary aim is to have- theT7tu ents "gar Tgr
conventional greeting and dismissal words.
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The teacher should haveher .name..in large .

size print on the chalkboardand On a strip of
oaktag or other heavy pa.per. She :.should-also
have it typed or printed-on..cards.to give to thp.
students. Sheshould.have each student's name
printed-or typed -on cards .for the students .to -use:
in the class 'exercises-.

While the students are coming intothe.-
room for the class, the teacher.greets
them with either -good:morning, good
.afternoon or goocl-evening, whichever
is. appropriate.-

2. The teacher ,prints- her_ name 'on the
.chalkboard...,

Sheplaces under it her name printed
on a strip of tagboard of paper, and
has the students see that both are
alike except in the size of the_ letters.
She then shows a sMall Card on which
her name is typed to let the students
see that the three are the same, pins
the card on her shoulder, then sayi-
this while she touches eadh name, and
after a pduse _finishes this sentehte:-

This is my n me.

4. The teacher picks up a pencil, holds_
it and_says:

This is a pencil.

The teacher says sentencesin the same
way while she uses other objects and
words which name things that may be

y name is
Anna



held or touched or pointed toward
Included in the words and things are
the alphabet letters which occur at the
first of the surnames of the students as:

This is the letter -

6. The teacher has the students say this
while.-they pick up things, each one

...imitating accurately, with the tip of
of the tongue patsing slightly between
-the:_feeth:and drawing back so that the
teeth.:Chopi:off the breath stream to make

good s.

7. The teacher puts on each desk a pin and
two cards on which the name of the
student is typed, saying as she does so:

This is your name.

8. The teacher indicates that each -member
of- the:class Is to pin one 'of his cards-
on his shoulder While--al I are -saying the
sentence:

This is my name.

9. The teacher and the students hold up
their name cards.

Al L This is mY

The teacher pronounces each word dis-
tinctly. The students observe and imi-
tate. They see the tip of the teacher's
tongue between her teeth for the th.
They see her teeth chop together for the
s. They see her mouth open to let the
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vowel sound come out before her teeth
close to make the z sound of is. They
see her lips close to make the m of ra.
They see her mouth open t,) make the
diphthongal vowel sound that is spelled
by y in rriy. They see her tongue touch
behind -Kir upper teeth to make the n of
name. They see her teeth remain open
and her tongue falling to the bottom of
her mouth while the vowel sound in name
is made. They see her lips close to make
the final m sound.

10. The students practice the sentence in
group response, then individually.

II. The students separate into groups of two
or three to practice. The teacher listens
and gives the help that is needed.

At dismissal time the teacher shows the
students how to file their name cards (by
the surname). She calls attention to the
letter at which each member of the class
files his card, tells the students the name
of the letterand-indicates that the stu-
denf is td say the name of the letter

. _

-_Theteacher-then giVei to'_eaCh-shident_
4 -

another copy__Of the-name c.'ard to-be taken home
or otherWise kept- by -the pupil.

As-the-Studenti leaVe the classroom, the
teacher-uses the Word goodb



Lesson 2

Adding the -Sounds of h-, -I r

Words: Mr. Mrs. , Miss, wha (h t ), your, hi, hello

Greeting. (The Teacher greets the students
appropriately according to the part of the
day, and helps them locate the letter at
which their names are filed.)

Review. (As eadh -gets her- c -I'd, she says
her name )

Pupil. This is my na e.

Theje cher.touChes_her o n na: e.

Teaa.he= This- is -My n

My name is

e.

What is your name?

The teacher says what in slow motion. She
illustrates with a L7rip of thin paper that breath comes
from the mouth before the lips close to make the wh
sound. The adults can see the lips open for the vowel
sound to come out while the tongue is moving from
the bottom of the mouth to touch behind the upper
teeth for the t of what. (hwat

In like manner the teacher's slow motion
pronunciation of Eiir should let the students see
that for the y of your the lips are stretched



as if to make the name sound of the letter c.
They can see that the tongue is in the bottom
of the mouth and -is pressing against-the lower
teeth. They can kee that when the y sound is
finished the lips begin to become.rounded. They
can see the tip of-the tongue begin to rise to make
the sound of r at the end of your.

4. The students should be able to understand
that the teacher expects them to tell what
their names are.

Teacher. What-is your na: e.

Students. My name is em

MY NAME IS
SAM ADAMS

The students circulate saying to each
other, with the assistance of the teacher
if_ help is needed:

Students: This is- My name. What is-yoUr
name?

My name is
your name?

IMP _ What is

7. The teacher takes the name card of one
member of the class, reads it, and en-
courages all of the adults to practice
saying the name.

The teacher dramatizes hello and secures
practice through dramatization.

9. The teacher does the same with hi . The
students should realize that the two have
the same use in English.



10. The students practice all of the greeting
words.

11. At dismissal time the students file their
cards, showing them to the teacher and
each other, saying the letter at which
they are being filetzL

As the class is dismissed the teacl-er tells
eVeryone goodby..

Lesson 3

Adding the Sounds of b, d, and g

Words: goodby,

Greeting. (The teacher collec s the name
cards as the adults get them.)

Review. With the teacher's assistance when
it is needed, the students talk, using what,
your and hello with each other's names.

The teacher points to her name but does not
touch it and speaks.

Teacher. That- is my name.

4. The teacher indicates th t the students are
to point to their cards.

Students. Th t is my n



5. The teacher points to several name cards,
designating each name.

Teacher. That name is your name.

That is your name.

6. The teacher indicates that the students are
to point to her name. Students. That
is your name.

The stud nts practice, L'rarnatizing the
meaning.

The teacher uses the familiar sentence forms
while she picks up or touches or.points to
various things which are near, but she does
not expect the students to saY the sentenCes.
She knows that they are deVeloping an inner
sound response while they are listening and
looking. They are hearing the- words and
seeing the lips and tongue and teeth while
the teacher is producing the sounds. More
over, theY are not making.any incorrect
pronunc iations.

THAT /S Y

NAME

If the teacher uses the following w rds in
addition to those already learned in the first three
lessons, the students are hearing all of the language

sounds:

knife
plate
saucer
clock

fork spoon
g I ass vase
book pencil
watch chair

cup. tooth brush
hair brush
tape measure
soap

ring
card
seat



9. When the teacher is ready to dismiss the class, she says
goodb- in slow motion. She.calls attention to her throat
musc es while she is beginning to .rnake the_ sound of.g.
She indicates that the- pupils are-to put their hands
under hers and -their chins _to feel_ and hear what is
happening. She calls attention to the way the tongue is
bunched beiAnd the upper teeth to _make the d sound.
The students con see the teacher's lips close to make the
b sound, and immediately_ open to let _the diphthongal
sound of _the letter i -come from her open throat to_ finish
the goodby.

10. When the students file their-cards at dismissal time, they
should say the name of the leiter at which the name is
being filed.

II. While the class is being dismissed, everyone should try
to say -goodby.

Lesson 4

Asking and Answering Questions

Words: book, no not, pencil, yes

Review. (At the files the students lcok at
the letters while saying them from A to Z

The teacher has the students use pencil
and book in sertences. Teacher.-177is
a penci[ What is this? This is a book.
What is this?



4. In small groups the students-practice using
book and pencil. The teacher_ listens and
gives assistance.

5. When a student asks the teacher if something
is his, the teacher should answer with yes or
with no, call the attention d the Class to the
question and the answer, and secure practice
of the two words.

Student. Is this your pencil?

Teacher.. Yes, that is my pencil. Is that
your book?

Students. Yes, that is my book. Is that
your pencil?

6. P-irs of students ask and anSwer the question.

7. The teacher answers 'a quesion with a nega-
tive gesture.

-Student. Is that my book.?

Teacher. No, this is not your book.--

8. The students move-about -the room asking- and
ansWering.queStions.

.-.After . each' question' and --anSwer,-I.. haVe group
repetition-of bath question and answer.

Q. What -is this? --1.-This -it-- -a dish--.

thia That is a .c0p;-.sa6601.- pIate

Book

:;*1
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Where is the brush?

Where is your purse?

The brush is in my
purse

My pu se is on my
desk.

Is this my rin ? Yes, -.it is your rin

No it is not my book.

No, thIs is not your
dish.

Where is the--book? The book i3 in your
purse...

9. The students file their names.

10. . Everyone says goodby s the classils be;ng
. dismiSsed

Is this your book?

Is this my dish

Lesson 5

Adding tfe -$ound of k

Brush

P6rse

Desk

Ring

Wo can, know, me

Gree ng and_ReVie

Using things which the students can see,
and words which they know say such
sentences as:

40



Pairs of students practice- together, freely
asking for the teacher's assistance.

4. Dismissal, everyone saying goodby.

Either.-in- this lesson or as a -part of a lesson
soon to follow, add the words did, do, had, have,

saw, seen. These words are used by the people
7vhia'thc;Tult students.are hearing -- or are trying
to hear. The purpose of the lessons will be better ---
served ilthe Students -learn. to Use the correct form
.of the verbs. .Much practice will resUlt in good
usage.. A bit of prevention is worth any-amount of
rerriedial training..

The students r- in group repetition and then. .

in pairs should be given-much practice With sOch
sentences as:

Did you see the ------------?
Yes, I saw the

Do you have a ------------?
Yes, I have a

Did you have a
Yes, I had a ------------.

Have you had a ------------?
Yes, I have had a

Haveyou seen a ----------?
Yes, I have seen a ---------

Use the questions with
article

Use no instead o

Use we inste d



Lesson 6

Greeting Words

Words: after, afternoon, before, evening o nin , noon, time

Greeting and review. (Questions and
answers, and good)

The -teacher .provideS a .clock made of
paper with movable hands set at 12,
has the.pupils touch the.-12 -and say-noon.

On a clock which s drawn on the chalkbo rd
-- or a real clock -- the teacher draws a
line around to the left from 6 to 12.

Teacher. This is the -t.ime -before noon..
Before noon I. This is morhing.-

4. The Ltudents move the hands of their clocks
from 6 to , and join the teacher in repeat
ing what rhe teacher has just said.

The teacher draws a line around to the
right from 2 to 12 and have the students do
the same while she says "Good morning. "

She draws another circle on the chalkboard,
marks it as a clock with 12, 3, 6, 9, makes
a line around from 12 to nearly 6, has the
students do the same while she says, "Good
afternoon

She draws a third clock, rnakes a line frorn
nearly 6 to about 9, has the students do
the same while she says, "Good evenin



The teacher leaves the roam saying
"Goodby" and.returns. immediately.
She gives the -greeting Which is
appropriate-to the time of meetin

Pairs of students demonstrate the
greetings with the remainder of the
class as audienee. They- then practice
Conversing about other things.

The teacher uses .such sentences as:.
NCI*/ it .is afternoon. (eVening,_ morning)
and has the students do the same.

9. The teacher introduces such words as em,
are fine, how, I'm, today, and uses sen-
tences whijWthe stu ents are hearing in
their environment:

Hello, Miss how are you today?
I'm fine, thank you. How are you?
(How're you?)

Good day, Mr. -------. How are you
this evening? (afternoon, morning

10. Have much group and individual practice
in what may be called slow motion, in
which the pupils see the movements of
the mouth parts while words are being
articulated.

Dis iss 1.

Low

eoboto

Camille

Cynthia

Jahn

Cecil

Peter

Ose



Lesson 7

Learning the Names of Things Nouns

Words: a, can, cannot clock, here, I, like, now, see ch

Greeting.

Review. (Talk, uSing yes and no.

.The teacher has.the pupils choose an objec
or a picture of something from available.
pictures, to use in sentences.-- -The -teadher
listens-, participates', -SUPPlieS the word
which the pupil wishes to use, and makes
a record of the new words..

4. The teacher dramatizes I can see and I
cannot see by holding an object where
ihe can see it then putting it where she
cannot see it.

Teacher. I -can see.thiS pencl now. Can -
you.see this pencil .-now?

Pencil

Book

Students. Yes, I can see that pencil now.
Can you see my book now?

Students. Yes, I can see your book now.
Can you see my pencil?

The pupils ask and answer questions,
choosing words from pictures.



The teacher shows a clock and a watch;
and in slow motion while she is pointing
to the numbers around the face of each
uses here in.:tead of this.

walem

Teache.- Here is a_ watch.. .171e e is a

cloCk. A watch is like ct-clock.

Students. I can see the watch..-.- I -.Can...
_see -the c.loCk.-.-A watch is jik-e a .clock,.
Here is a watch Here, is -a .dock.

GrOups -of studen s talk, using words -they
--. remember..

:The students show pictures in which are
thingS they wish to be able to talk about.

Lesson 8

Conversation Prac- ice

Greeting and Review

Chair

Television

Telephone

The students have learned to make all of the 40 sounds in
Er.ish words and they know many useful words; but they need-
much experience in talking and in becoming_able to hear the
sounds as other people speak. They may need much practice in
hearing the sounds which are made inside the mouth, principally
the ng, the k and g as well as the

The r-sound is made with--the_tangue_lifting toward the ro6f
Of the mouth. -Notice_ h6W the tongue'goes up and down while

_

you say_hurry,-_ carry-, the car runs--,- morning, -etc.



In a slow motion pronunciation (enunCiation) the st6dents
can see your lips rounded while you are making the .consonant
g and the vowel-which -is -in good of good afternoon. They can
see your lips open wide for the a; your teeth come over your
lower lip for the f, then your jaws open to make the t; they can
see your tongue.as it makes the t; and they should be able to see
it while it rises to the top of your mouth to make the r sound. They
aan see your tongue appear behind your upper teeth to make the n.
They readily see your lips- roundihg to make.the VoWel sound of
noon on- thei : -way to making the Second n.

The ng sound in morning and -evening is- not so easily-seen.
However, the-students can see the movement in the neck muscles
just-as they can see it for g and k.

The f in afternoon and the v in evening are made the same
except that the v is voiced and the f Tsbrédthy.

When the students use thank you they learn to make the
breathy sound of th. There will be no difficulty. A speaker of
English words does not have to work in order to make the right
sounds if the mouth parts are making the right adjustments. The
sounds seem to make themselves. Thus the breathy th comes in
breath and thank much as the voiced th comes in this and with.

Moreover, the vowel sounds seem to co e correctly in most
words. Three sounds of e come in remember. (r-rn-mb-r)

To:make .the th- sound the _tip.of the tongue._..has.-:to come.
slightly betweeri.- the 1.teeth. -.When -the._ tongue.-f..is -.between.. the
teeth it- is .1Mpossible. -for it-to- help-i to make any of -the substitutions
which-. are preierit:,-...in dialectal SpeeCh; -for if cannot- .go-. behind 'the
teeth..to :.make..a..dis_ instead_ of this! or -_trute inStead of truth. Noe
Can it be stopped by the teeth to Make' ziss:-forthis or wiss-for
with.

After _the pupils' have learned:to .makethe_yoieed _.th Which .

is in .this- they have -no difficult-In--making -the breothi17 which



.is in breath and thing. The breathy th seems to come whenever

it is needed*

Dismissal with everyone saying goodby,

Up to this point the pupils have learned so
many of the basic words that they should have no
trouble in using any new word that they or the
teacher needs.

The lessons from here on may be taught in
any order that seems to be suited to the needs of
the adults.

So far in the lessons there have been fewer
adjectives and adverbs than nouns. Here is a
suggestion about teaching good.

Have each pupil hold up a book or a pencil
for another to say the -appropriate sentence.

Hold up a worn out book and a good book.
In slow motion say of the good book; "This is a
good book."
.11W1=1M

Change the_ order of words With:
,

This book is good.

Is this a good book?

This book ismot good..

This is not good book.

The,students,should have.experien-ce in using
meal time words. ...Pictures which Illustrate m4al
times are helpful.
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The Past Tense o ords

The past tense of words .such as ate, have eaten, went, may
be taught while making -se of known words, such as night, evening,_ _
dinner, lunch. However, the :;tudents may have to learn the wor s
which they do not already know. They will learn these words
through using them again and again.

Conversation

Questions and answers may be made a basis for conversation.
The word .where furnishes a reason for conversation. The teacher
may have something before the class, then put it down somewhere
and walk away. Later she may look foe it saying, "Where is
that .? Then she can pick it up and say, ."Here it is
"This is where I put it."

Contractions

The students should have experience with various commonly
used contractionS such -as I'll, I'm, You're, isn't, aren't, they're.
They must learn to hear these in the -speech of-others. They will
be more satisfied with -their own Speech -if it is the -same- cis-.that
of others in their environment

Continued Use of Known and New Words in Conversation

The students should use both the singular and plural forms
of the many things which are numed in the other lessons; and
of other words which the students have needed in the talking
they have been doing. It is important that all words are pro-
nounced correctly, with the accent on the right syllable. More-
over, it is important that the students skip over the unaccented
syllables and the unimportant words in each phrase. Much of the
dialectal speech is due to misplaced accent and a word-by-word
articulation of unimportant words which breaks into English
sentence intonation.
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Verb Tenses

The'students should always use the tense forms correctly.
They should never use an incorrect form, even though they may
hear it in the speech of others in their environMent.

The Third Person, Singular

Much dialectal speech results from incorrect use of the first
person, singular form in such sentences as He go. The clock strike.

Prevention is better than cure.

I eat breakfast. He eats ----------. You eat - -

I sleep at night. She sleeps at night They sleep at night.

We come to work. The man comes to his work. You come
to work.

We look at the paper. She looks at the paper. You look
at it.

I have a book. The woman has a book. You have a book.

Practice of "Thank You" and uyou re elcome"

The students should early use the conventional terms in the
environment. The words that are needed are not diffkult to speak.
Situations may easily be dramatized, illustrating their use. The
students will readily learn to say th

_
ank you and you are welcome,

,
and to continue _Using please.

.AS on exiciAe for saying thank you the teacher might.indi-
cafe that-she wOuld like to'use something _which belongs-to some-
one.
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One good way is to give something to each member of the
class, one after the other. Indicate that each is to say, "Thank
you. " Respond with "You are welcome."

Make the gestures which suggest the meanin_ --nd say, "When
you give me a paper, I say 'Thank you.

Induce the pupils to say the sentence as they woutd say it:
"- hen I give you a paper, you say 'Thank you.'"

Have many repetitions with pencils, pens, books, or what
ever is available.

Plurals

. The plural form of words is easily taught, using thngs in
the classroom.

One man. Two men.

One ._oman. Three women,

One book. Six.bookS.

A. gentle_an. The gentlemen.

-The lady. The I dies.'

The.teacher may make it clear that two-. ords may mean
the Same thing.

-A man is a gen lem -n. Women- are-I -dies. -A woman is a ..

lady.

Con'unctions

Conjunctions may be taught in an early lesson, s soon as
the students are talking about any two things.



Counting

The students may be taught to count as soon as
they are talking about more than one thing which is
the same as another. From the beginning they may
start sounding the words they are learning. The
teacher may motivate this earl y counting by giving
the students envelopes in which to keep the words
they are learning to use. Typed words on slips of
paper m.ight be prepared ifthere is.a multiplying
machine available.. There shoul.d be no particular
effort to have the students read the slips. But later
the Slips might be d-ohabetized and pasted in-the
beginning of a student dictionary.

Counting should be done first in small numbers,
and then in 5's, as a nickel, 10's as a dime, 5 to 5
times five as a quarter, and 10's to 100 as a dollar.

More, More Than, low Many-

The conceptof more and more than should
be taught as .soon as _it is needed and can be.in-
cluded .. in _the aonversatiOn. -.I-16w many -.should be
taught-first.-

Using the Names of the Letters of the Alphabet

From the beginning the students have been
using the names of the alphabet letters; but they
might profitably learn the alphabet in sequence.
As soon as they become able to talk with others,
they should become able to use a dictionary in
looking for words they hear and wish to learn for
themselves.
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Im ortant Words to be Learned

_As soon as the students have learned the words
which are needed for greeting and ordinary conver-
sation, they should be taught the words-that are
needed at the Post Office and in stores, etc. They
should be taught how to introduce two people and
what to say when they are.being introduced to
others. They need to know the words to use when
accepting a present and when presenting one.

Possessive Case

It is important that the beginning students
will use the correct form of the possessive case.
In this as in verb forms and the third person singu-
lar, they should learn the correct form the first
time they use it in class.

Oblective Case Instead of Nominative Case

The students should be given much experience inusing the
oblective caSe-correatly-.- They-should know -when.'to-say the
fol lowing:

between you an o her to them

to John --nd me you and I. he and I JOhn and I

Telling Ti e

An easy way to teach telling time is to begin with the
hour hand on the numbers; then teach the minute hand by 5's;
then use before and after; then half past.

Color Words

The words to describe color m y be needed very early in
the lessons. The time to teach them is when they are needed.



Opposites and Synonyms

The students should be helped to understand that many words
sound the same but have different meanings; and that there are
many words which-may be used to give the same meaning.

Si ng -nd Exprissions with Special Meanings

The students may frequently be puzzled by the words which
are used to mean .something entirely different from the logical
use. The wise procedure.would be to explain what the express on
is meant tom,6an.

The .Definite and Indefini e Articles

The .teacher should make sure that the.pupi.ls use the
articles correctly.

Due to certain mis-pronunciations that are far too common-
ly used, these lessons were prepared without using the articles
at first, or until the adults have begun to talk rather fluently.

The- definite.article is the.. The sound Of the e at the end
depends -upon ..the- .sound -whiEFTs used at.the beginning of the
word thrlt --fol lows.- if the sound is a -consonant,-.the. letter e- uses
the sound of the a in -alone.

the book the door the man the United States

the us d book

If the sound its one of the 15 vowel sounds which occur in
our words, the final e of the uses the sound of e that is in eat.11.

= the orange the apple the hour the honorable man



The indefinite articles are a and an. The an is seldom
spoken incorrectly; but many speakers give to the a sound of a
in ate instead of the sound of a that is in_alone. The dictionary
gives a clear explanation. The only time that the indefinite
article a iS given the sound of the name of the first letter.of the
alphabet, is when it is in a position of emphasis. In the above
sentence the indefinite article is in a position of emphasis. This
little word is seldom in a position of emphasis.

In English, we say words in the easiest possible way. The
articles usually are a part of a phrase. They are like parts of a
long word. They run into the other words of the phrase much as
syl lables of long words run into each other. More effort is required
from a speaker who speaks the indefinite article a as if it is the
important syllable -- or the important word -- in a phrase.
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CHAPTER 3

-READING

Many adults, particularly the native born, who loin the
reading classes already have had experiences which will aid
them greatly. They may have been reading the numbers on
houses, clocks, speedometers, and the like.. Some of them may
know -the names of the letters of the:alphabet- and can.say _them
by rote. Most of the pupils have been recognizing the signs at
street intersections and on the. highways. Perhaps .some of them
can print or write their names and addresses. All of these experi-
ences_are foundation for learning to .read.

Clear Speech

Most progress will be made if the te:cher discoverS-during
the first.Session- whether all ofthe students can-make all of the
language sounds correctly. --The -teacher can hear mispronuncia7
tions While the studentS .are speaking in group response:and-can
secure correct sounds without-having to make any-individual
criticism.- -_

Some of the mistakes are likely to be substitutions of con-
sonant sounds. 5.1{;tead of thrusting the tongue slightly between
the teeth for the two th sounds--this, think--they may let it
touch behind the upper front teeth with the result tfiat instead
of saying this, with and think they may say dis, fink, wit or wiz.
Instead of7rosing the lips to make the w sound, they may let-Th;
lower lip and the teeth make the v sound so that instead of saying
water and what they may say vater and vat. They may fail to
make the h sound that is made before the w in words which begin
with wh--what, when--so that instead of saying hwat and hwen
they say wat and wen.
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Mistakes in vowel sounds usually are due to a habit of
holding the teeth so close together that the mouth cavity cannot
take the changes in shape that are required for production of
English language vowel sounds.

In the following words, which name things that may be
made available in the classroom, are 34 of the 40 sounds that
occur in the words of the English language:-

this mouth shoe jacket
here chin watch window
is boy vase whistle
book girl ring tape
pencil cup seat measure

The six suunds whIch are missing are the vowel sounds
that are used in air, ask, on, talk, walk, old.

First Reading Habits

When people are not reading, their eyes may be focusing
in any direction; but while they are reading their eyes focus
upon words. Because the words of the English language are
written from the left to the right, the eyes focus along the
lines from left to right.

People who have learned to read efficiently can think
the meaning at the instant their eyes focus upon the words.
Moreover, their eyes cap focus rapidly along the lines.

When ihese two habits have been developed to c pacity,
it is possible for people to read as rapidly as they wish to read.

The Left-to-right Eye Habit_

The eye habit of left-to-right movement
along the lines should be established before
the adults begin to learn the names of things.
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This new habit is easily developed through
the use of short sentences which.have the same
words at the beginning--and a different: word at
the end.

The teacher reads7first silently, then
aloud-.-the following sentences, each of which
is printed on a strip of oak tag or heavy paper:

This is a pencil.
Here is a pencil.

The teacher, without making any effort
to teach the word pencil, cuts the last word
from the sentences-,7Es-titutes a pencil, reads
both of the sentences using the object as if it
were a word, and asks the students to "read"
the sentences with all talking together.

Next the teacher calls attenticn to the
first letter of this and here and for a moment
keeps the two words covered so that the students
will realize that the second and the third words
are the same in both of the sentences.

The teacher then holds a book where the
pencil had been and asks the students to say the
sentences. In this group response the adults
should speak spontaneously. The teacher juggles
the two strips to make it necessary for the students
to look at the first word of the sentence before
they see the object at the end.

The teacher uses other objects at the end
of the sentence until the left-to-right habit
has begun to develop.



The teacher then begins to secure instant
association between the printed word and the
object which is represented by the word.

Association Between the Word and Its Meaning

The teacher who wishes to make sure that the associations
between the words and their meaning are fostered from the
beginning, must be sure that the students are using the words
in their talk so that the meaning will already be associated with
the spoken word. Then the students must see the printed word
while they are thinking its meaning. The teacher accomplishes
the desirable association by putting a printed word with the
object which is being named. The teacher cart secure the direr;t
association between the word and its meaning while he is
securing the left-to-right direction for the eye focus with sen-
tences which have the same words at the first of the sentences
and different words at the end.

The beginning should be made with objects to which the
printed word is easily attached.

Securing close association between words which do not name
things is less easily accomplished. However, much may be done
through meaningful repetition and through dramatization in which
the action is suited to the words. Action may be used to show
the meanina of such words as: or:, in, under, up, down, walk,
run; adjectives and adverbs; wordsof c(317; et cetera.

Checking to be Sure of the Meaning

As soon as two words have been taught, the
teacher should check to be sure that the pupils
are remembering the two words. The teacher
needs at least four sentence strips, such as:-
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This is a pencil.
Here is a pencil.
This is a book.
Here is a book.

The teacher holds the sentences up one at
a time for the pupils to read aloud silently then .

aloud in group response.

If the teacher hears a mistake, she can make
the correction in an impersonal way by again
placing the word and the object together.

Another way to check is to supply each
student with slips on which the first three words
are printed and have the pupils complete the
sentences from boxes of words and obje,:ts. The
teacher picks up ,two or more sentences, juggles
them, and asks the students to read.

Checking may be varied by having the
students let a sentence or word or phrase show
through a slit in a marker. In a few seconds, the
teacher can see the work of a doien or more
members of the class.

Reading aloud is an excelf'rt aid. The
teacher's reading will serve as a model for the
students to imitate. The student's reading will
furnish evidence of what they are a ccomplishing,
and both they and the teacher may know whether
there are mistakes in the silent reading which has
preceded the oral.
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Methods in Which Words are Learoetl

At first the students will lecir0 throoqi what has been
called the "sight" method. The lechier6 cre told the word
while their eyes are focused upon it, What they are seeing
and what they are hearing is becorPing a5sociated with what
they are thinking. After they ha vA had ci few repetitions of
the experience, they think the rneaNng When they see the word.
In this sight way the learners can citeluire a fairly large vocabu-
lary.

However, the teacher must 11M depend entirely upon sight
learning, for no one can become lAfkient in reading until
he can recognize words without licivirig t° be told what they are.
Every efficient reader has learned ii)rou01) phonics. If no teacher
has taught it to him, he has worked out. a system by himself.
Unfortunately, in working out his 0\vo system, he can make mis-
takes. No mistakes need be made Ly teachers, for they can
learn what to teach.

In the first session the teacher can begin to use phonics
when she shows the students how re Place their name cards in
the alphabetical file, how to use Okgyie of the letters as clues
to help remember, where to file flit words which are learned
in the first lesson. In these expeOhcesr the students are learn-
ing to roake use of the alphabet ieNrs, in other words, they are
taking the first steps toward becoolthg aloie to recognize words
without having to depend upon sorr%ne else.

The teacher is taking the ne74t step When she calls attention
to the sounds of the letters of whiGh the words are made. The
teacher can avoid making the mistAiws Aich result in confusion.

The ABC or alphabet method/ to which reference is some-
times made, is a combination of thie osight" and what might be
called a spelling method. The lecitt)er v/cis told a word at the
time that he learned to spell it. If he kliew the meaning of the
word when he again saw it, he wci0 kvading.
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The best way to begin learning to rePti is fc-)
see the word as a whole. It has been proiAti thclt
a child sees his first word (stop) much as yeo
the face of a clock. It may be made up
straight or curved marks and he may know tko
letters. He recognized STOP because he IVirs
someone pronounce the word while his eye ofr
focused upon ft. He probably knows whcir 4)041-0 ranIf he knows some of the letters of the alpNet
may be able to tell someone what the lettgl, grO
and the familiar letters that he sees may vAir 04,
to recognize the word when he sees it at a Offe..
ent place or in a different size type. He )1;g114.
even recognize it capitalized or printed etiNty
in lower case (Stop, stop).

rtifr±

People who are learning to read call 10,0
to see and remember a long word quite as
as a short one. This fact was demonstrate4 roctrO°
years ago when a group of children learnA
blacksmith-shop as readily as they learned
Since then, teachers have been using "ereti/
ence charte in which phrases and short sOhtot)A
have been learned with no difficulty.

The important thing is to be sure the"
students have the meaning in their minds *4'4
they hear the words upon which their eye0
focusing so that direct associations are n"
between the sight of the words and the rflOPtilv.

.tyahlaar.222.2.

We can learn to see the words alon0
because of a pulsating movement which V
movement during reading as continuous
heart.
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We can get some idea of what is taking place if we observe
closely while we tap a pin on a hard surface. We realize that
for an instant between tappings, the point of the pin is at rest.
There is just such an interval of rest between eye pulsations.
It is during the intervals of rest that sight occurs. Indeed,
during the intervals of motion there is no sight at all. If the
pulsations were slow enough, everyone would be blind at least
part of the time. We are able to see because the pulsations are
so rapid that they merge. As a result of the merging, we have
what seems to be continuous vision.

During reading, the eye focus passes along the lines From
the left to the right. The importance of this left-to-right move-
ment should not be underestirroted. No one knows how many
people have failed to read because no one discovered that they
did not at the right time learn to look along the line from left
to right; but insteadied to remember the words they were told
without their having learned to sound through a new word from
left to right, letting their inner speech help them become able
to help themselves "make out" the words. Moreover, no one
knows how many people read slowly word-by-word because they
did not learn to think the meaning of the words while their eyes
were focused upon them.

The left-to-right movement of the eye focus along the
lines is easily detected, bUt the pulsations are not seen without
the aid of special apparatUs. However, it is possible to observe
some of the results of the movement-by means of a mirror set
at an: angle so that one can see the eyes of someone who is
reading. The eyes of a rapid reader seem to leap along rather
than to move slox.!lti and smoothly.

Although people began to study eye movement nearly a
hundred years ago, it was not until Thomas A. Edison had in-
vented the kinetoscope that apparatus was devised to take
photographs of eye movement during reading. For more than
forty years it has been possible for anyone to study photographs
of eye movement.
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Early it"stiArs proved that while reading occurs the
eye focus is ri4%eht4tily fixed. The period of rest during which
people can sok " tilled the fixation pause. The amount which
the eyes can N ticroo during one fixation pause was called the
field of visio(' 11-10, demonstrated that during the instant of
fixcltion the 00 61 rl ye along a wide field of vision. More-
over, they poovfl thcit the eyes can see along the lines as
rapidly as thol\eAtiOt can think. Furthermore, they proved that
the fastest realors osuolly remember more of what they read than
people who 110tic)kji'me the words while they are reading, and
that people At, prattoonce the words are likely to forget the
first part of ci k,(N Oentence before they reach the end and must
re-read in orAr tç 1) sure of the meaning.

None 01 tiiis 1')onvenience will be experienced by people
who train th/Nelyet to read rapidly from left to right along the
lines and to fhlok the meaning at the instant the eyes focus upon
the words.

Th_ eAlphabef

T he ad6 \ovri On say the letters of the alphabet
by rote are dit',aqi ori the way toward learning to
read. They GN ivkirig 19 of the 25 consonant
sounds whicli pro " in English words, 10 of
the 15 vowel Vt1d0 told two of the 4 dipthongs.
However, th0. ahe hoking the tongue adjustments
that are recidyl fat four of the sounds which are
missing in thAt-"Ot of the alphabet letters. The
only entirelV1)"Mtioue movement to be made
in producing 11)0 40 sounds is the thrust of the
tongue betwAl the teeth for the two th sounds
that are in Ahd thirl

The adiAt $tvArits should learn to rec,ognize
the names c)i,' 1110 letters in the same way that they
are to learn MVds, fhey must hear the word while
their eyes to'k f),Acl upon it and make repeti-
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tions until they recognize it without hesitation.

The students must be quite as familiar with the
lower case forms as they are with the capitals. The
rtiost economical way to secure this familiarity is to
have the students print each letter while saying it
wish their eyes focused upon it.

The exercises through which the students learn
to name the letters may also be made writing lessons,
for the written letters closely resemble the print.
IAonuscript writing is like print except for three
letters, the a, the g and the q.

The first letters to be learned should be the
seven which are alike in both upper and lower case:
0o, Cc, Vv, Ww, Xx, Zz, Ss. The next should Le
the six which are nearly alike: Kk, Pp, Yy, Ji, Uu,
Qci The two most difficult to make -- a, g
should be left to the last.

People who read must know the sequence of the
letters sa that they COn readily locate the letters in a
filing system or in directories and dictionaries. The
teacher can give experiences which lead to skill in

B b

C C cc
D d, d
E e ei
F

G g

H h
i

J

K k A%
L (4.,e

M m 9221n,

N n 42,

o ty

P_P P-e_.

sequence by having the daily attendance record kept in
fi le where all of the letters are easily seen and by having

Hie pictures and words filed in boxes or enveiopes that S
zsre labeled and always kept in alphabetical order.

IhOer Speech

People who are lecirning to read need to know about
inner speech, for it is through inner speech that word
recognition occurs.

The sound of a word is so closely associated with its
ttseoning that when we are thinking, our speech muscles
can produce the words which we are using in our thoughts
oirnost as if we crjn hear ourselves think.
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We can hear our inner speech whenever we listen to hear it.
While we ure reading silently we can hear ourselves pronounce
every word. Some ciegree of this inner pronunciation may be
detected by nicely adjusted instruments even when no movement
of iips or tongue or jaw is evident.

The students will become conscious of their inner speech if
the teacher asks them to retain the answer to a simple arithmetic
problem until he gives a signal for them to speak. Suppose the
problem is to add five and five. The students will find that they
hear the ten before they are asked to speak the word.

The speech muscles, although they can produce the word
upon which the eyes are focused, do not have to completely
pronounce it; and they will not do so unless the reader's eyes
remain focused upon it.

When the reader sees a new word, his eyes and his mind stop
reading while his speech muscles begin to produce the word. Then
as soon as the mind has fitted the meaning of the word into the
meaning of the sentence or the phrase, the eyes and the mind resume
their progress along the line. But if the eyes remain focused upon
the words, the eyes and the mind do not resume their rapid progress.
When this occurs, the inner pronunciation associations may become
so strong that the reader develops a habit of prOnouncing every word
that he is reading.

People who hear themselves pronouncing the words are reading
much more slowly than is nedessary, for it is possible to read much
more rapidly than the speech machine can manufacture the words.
In fact, it is possible to read at the rate of thought, provided that
the eyes and the mind do their full part in the reading process.

Unfortunately, the speech muscles have the uncanny faculty
of producing a word even when the reader is not thinking the mean-
ing. For exampLe,.we can pronounce catkick. But because there
is no meaning we are merely pronouncing what appears to be a word.
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Pronunciation of words is not reading. It is just saying words.
Reading is thinking the meaning of the words upon which the eyes
have focused. The first reading should result in habits which make
it impossible for the speech muscles to produce the word before the
mind has secured the meaning.

The way 1-o accomplish this is to make sure at the beginning
that the learners let the eyes focus upon the words only long
enough to secure association between the sight of the word and
Rs meaning and then move quickly away from the words.

There are two ways of taking the eye focus away from the
words. One way is merely to look up, either to make repetitions
or to read aloud to a listener. The other way is to let the eye
focus pass rapidly on to the right to deal with the on-coming words.

Phonics

Everyone who reads without having to be tokl what the new
words are is making use of the sounds of the letters of the alphabet.
This use of the sounds of the letters in ieading is phonics. Phonics
should not be confused with phonetics. phonetic71777science
of sounds as we use them in speech.

English is an unphonetic language. Its 40 sounds make use
of 26 letters, only five of which are phonetic in the sense that
when the eyes see the letter, the voice can give the sound that
the letter represents in the word. Moreover, although nine
letters each have only one sound and five others have only two,
there is much duplication. For example, the letter a uses nine
sounds; the o is used for ten sounds; the c is used in cent, cake,
musician, church, school and chagrin. The five vov7eTTetters
7-T7, o777epresent fifteen vowel sounds; four dipthongs;
and the obscure, neutral sound which occurs in thousands of
unaccented syllables and is spelled by all of the vowel lettew.s
in such words as alone, taken, pencil, lemon, circus. This
neutral, obscure vowel is spelled by e and a in the definite
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and indefinite articles the and a. The two artirdes are frequently
mispronounced by people whose-teachers failed to teach them that
the definite article uses the sound of e only when the occurs before
a vowel sound and the indefinite article never useTTSe sound of the
name of the first alphabet letter.

People who are beginning to read cannot cope with the sound
duplicatio ns that are ;epresented by the five vowel letters and the
y when it represents one of the sounds of the letter i. Fortunately,
the learner can cope with the consonants, for the 25 sounds have
21 letters to use.

The learner is helped greatly because of a principle which
operates in articulation of the sounds in English words. While
the language has been developing through the centuries the
tendency seems to have been to let the sounds come in the easiest
way possible. For example, busyness ;s now biznis; through once
used the sounds cf g and h; know once used its k sound and may
have used the three sounds of the diphthong ou-ow. 2,7 that as it
may have been, at present all of the English vowels come from an
open throat and the consonants result from obstructions which are
set up by the various muscles that control speech. In a high per-
centage of our words tl-e vowel sound comes between two consonant
sounds; and if the consonant sounds are made correctly, the needed
vowel sound results from the changes in shape of the mouth cavity
while the speech muscles are making the adjustments from one con-
sonant sound to another. Observe how the different values of the
same vowel letter seem to come almost accidentally where the
dashes are used instead of vowels in r-m-mb-r, t-l-ph-ne,
t-l-gr-ph , sk-l-t-n. Words are more readily recognized when the
reader meets them in a sentence. In a s-nt-nce th- rn-nd -s
-Ir--dy th-nk-ng th- m--n-ng; -nd -f th- h-b-ts -re g--d, th-
rn-nd -s w-rk-ng -I-ng th- 1-ne t- g-t th- m--n-ng -f th-
r-st -f th- s-nt-nce. Note that the vowel sounds seem to come
in between the consonants even when the words begin or end with
a vowel, as in this sentence: Y-- c-n s-- th- -pple.
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Phonics operates through inner speech. It begins to develop
the first time an individual is focusing his eyes upon a word or a
letter while he is hearing the sound which is being spoken. It
continues to develop if the one who sees and hears the letter or
word, also speaks it. Any one who can say the alphabet letters
while his eyes are Focused upon them has already developed an
inner speech response to the sounds of the letters, for the names
of the letters are words.

In the names of the alphabet letters are 10 of the 15 vowels
and 19 of the 25 consonants. The missing vowels are in these
words: at, air, her, walk and look. The missing consonants are
in these wor:E: go, sing, she this, thin and measure. However,
the adjustments which are-n-eld;71 for the g and the ng are in the
k sound; the adjustments needed for the sh and the zh are in the
j and the ch sounds. Thus the only speech adjustment that is not
being made is the thrust between the teeth for the two th sounds.

The teacl the learning time and thereby reduce
the effort and ved, b) being sure that ever, Itudent has
had experiences through which he has learned at least nine essen-
tials.

During the first sessions the students should prove that
they know all of the letters, can make all of the
language sounds correctly, and can use the letters
as clues to help them remember the sentences and
words that they are learning.

In the words which are ,used for the reading lessons,
the students should develop the proper amount and
kind of inner speech response to the nine letters
which never use ant sound other than their own (b, k,
I, m, q, r,v, w, z)Ito five ertrer-s-WT, j, n,
which use their own sound at the first of words; and
to the two letters which sp-e-ii7g.77c7;r7S7FITIe first
of these words: this, think, she, when.
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3. The students should realize that when two or more conso-
nant letters have no vowel sound between them, the consonant
letters blend together to make up the consonant elements of the
word. Only one blend is unreliable. It is the sc. In words like
science and scene the c is "silent."

4, The students should know that seven consonant sounds are
spelled by two letters: (I) ng which is also spelled by n in words
like ink, (2) ch which also spells the sound of k and sh in words
school, Chr:stmas, chagrin and Chicago, (3) ph which spells the
f sound, ?Al.) sh whialr;Fel led by s in sure and sugar, (5, 6) th in
words like this and thin, (7) wh of whicii-Rie h Z73' is articulated
before the w so that when is hwen.

5. The students should learn that in addition to the 9 letters
which never are used to represent any sound other than their own,
5 letters are never used for more than two sounds. The 5 are: d,
which uses t in some words that end in ed; f, which is its own sound
except in one word (of); j, which is its own sound except in a few
foreign words; n, which helps to spell the ng sound in words like
sing and ink but is its own sound at the first and at the end of all
words; an77, which spells the f sound when it is with h (phone).
When the students come to one of the five letters, they should
try one of the sounds and if it does not result in a word that fits
into the meaning of the sentence, they should try the other sound.

6. The students should know that they may need to ask for
help when the come to a word which has in it at least one of the
7 letters: c, g, h, s, t, x, y. However, they may learn certain
facts about these troublesome letters. For example, in consonant
blends with I and r the c always uses the sound of k (class, crow)
and the g always uses its g sound (glass, grow). In all consonant
blends the s uses its s sound and the t uses its t sound. When gh is
in a word the gh uses no sound. The x nearly always uses either
ks or az (six, exit). The y at the first of words is its y sound.
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7. The students should use the left-to-right eye habit when
they come to a new or a forgotten word. They should ignore the
consonant letters which the speech muscles find difficult to
articulate, such as the k of know, the I of talk, the b of thumb,
the n of column, the p of pneumonia, etc. Moreover they7O7d
ignore tli777:777el lejers but let them come out between the con-
sonant sounds as they seem to do in thousands of words.

8. No rules should be considered if there are any exceptions.
Instead, the students should learn by "sight" the words which are
not readily sounded with the aid of inner speech.

9. The students should realize that in due time they can
get help from dictionaries and will be able to pronounce words
through knowledge of the diacritical markings and the keys to
pronunciation.

The teacher can begin training in actual phonics in talk
about the sound which is at the first of a name. For these
reasons, the letter m should be used first.

i. The students should see the letter in a word
which is familiar. If no student's name begins with
m, there is always Mr. or Mrs. or Miss.

2. The m is one of the letters which the
pupils can always use in learning new words.

3. The m sound will be made correctly even
if it becomes necessary to make the sound without
its being in a word. Always the lips remain closed
throughout the production of the m sound, so that no
one is likely to put a vowel sound either before or
after it as frequently happens when the sound of b or
I or k or others is spoken as if it may be spelled by
buh or luh or kuh. Such inaccurate articulation
makes it impossible for a student to hear a known
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word if his inner speech produces inaccurately
buhuhlackuh instead of black.

The safe way is for the teacher to avoid
making the sound but rather to speak of the sound.
For example:

I. When referring to the name sounds of the
22 letters which use their sound in the letter say
something such as:

the sound of
the sound of the letter
the sound
one of the sounds of a, or e, or i, or o,
or u.

2. When referring to the 4 letters of which
the sound is not used in the alphabet:

the sound of g that is in go
the sound of h that is in what
the sound of w that is in what
the sound of y that is in yes
this y uses one of the sounds of theletter i.

3. When referring to the 8 sounds which are
spelled by two'letters:

the ng sound that is in sing
the ch sound that is in cR-T:ch
the f sound that is spelled by ph
the sh sound that is in she
the th sound that is in TET;
the th sound that is in in;
the wh sound that is hw in when
the s--or the z--that spells7ETzh sou A
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Reading

The first lesson is an informal test in which the students
and the teacher find whether the pupils are already reading
some of the signs which are to be seen on the streets and
whether they are recognizing the letters of the alphabet.

In the second lesson the students talk about things which
are in their classroom so that the teacher can be sure the students
are using in their talk the words they are to see in their first
reading lessons.

The teacher uses the form of sentence which is to be used
while the students learn to think the meaning at the instant their
eyes focus upon the words and to see the words along the line of
print from left to right.

In the next lesson the students see the word at the same
time they see the object which is named.

They see the word and the object in a blank space at the
end of sentences which are alike at the first of the sentence but
have different words at the end.

In the next lessons they talk about nine letters vhich are
used in the words, naming the letters.

Although they do not talk about the sounds of the letters,
they nevertheless are making nine of the consonant sounds while
they name the letters. Moreover, while the pupils ore doing the
memorize d reading which is done in just one of the lessons, they
are making two of the two-letter soun&, th in this and ch in aich
(h), and six of the vowel sounds. In this talk a7o-i-Jt the letters,
the valuable automatic sound response is developing to the 9
letters, the th and the consonant blends, tr, nd and rd.
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Lesson I

Determining What the Students Already Know.

The first lesson might well be a matching
exercise lo determine what words the students
already know. For this purpose, prepare sheets
of signs which the students see occasionally or
regularly. Ask the students to draw a circle or
otherwise mark the words he knows. If it is im-
possible to have a sheet for each student, have each
one show you the words while you check them off
from an alphabetical list.

Also, have sheets of alphabet letters printed
in mixed order--or else have single letters printed
in both upper and lower case. Ask the students to
tell you the letters he recognizes. To say the alpha-
bet is usually not a conclusive test, for many can say
the letters without their knowing what each one is in
both upper and lower case.

For the students to recognize the letters is
important. At first they use the letters as clues
while they are remembering the words at which
they look. Soon, they use the names of the letters
in talk about the sounds of the letters.

It is equally important for the students to
make the language sounds correctly. If they are
pronouncing the word correctly they are making
the sounds correctly--and the reverse. The teacher
may learn about any mistakes that are being made
through listening to the talk about the signs and
hearing the students say the names of the letters
of the alphabet. This is possible because the names
of the letters use so many of the language sounds.

A a

B b

C c
D d

E e

F f
G g

H h

I

J j
K k
L I

M m
N n

0 o

Q q
R r
S s

T t
U u
V v
W w
X x
Y y
Z z



In the first lesson the teacher may begin to
make sure that the eye focus is moving along the
lines of print from left to right. In order to
accomplish this have two slips printed on heavy
paper or on the chalkboard with the first words
of two sentences.

This is a

Here is a

Hold some object at the blank space and "read"
what would be a sentence. The students will readily
memorize the two sentences. However, they must
look at the first word to be sure which sentence you
expect them to giNe when you ask someone to tell
you the sentence that you are holding up--or point
to. The students focus upon the first word and the
eye focus passes over the tw- w'sr I see the abject.

This is a rapid reaction. The student's eves
can see the three words and the object in lightning
speed. However, the eye movement is definitely
from left to right.

After each student has read both of the
sentences which are completed thus with things,
put a printed word in place of the object and next
to it so that the learner sees the printed word at
the instant his eyes focus upon the word-and-object.

Do this with these four words: book, ball,
bird, train. Have the pupils read the sentences
many times.
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The reason for using these words is: the students should soon
learn to use the alphabet letters as clues and they should soon
learn to react to certain definite letters and combinations of
letters so that when their eyes focus upon the letters, their
inner speech will begin to produce the sound or sounds. This
is the skill upon W-Fidl independent reading depends.

In the four words are a number of the phonetic elements
of the words of the English language.

The students may as well write the four words singly and
in sentences. However, they should not spend any time in cur-
sive writing until they have learned to make the letters. They
should use the print form of a not the manuscript form. They
must read the printed a.

In order to force the students to read rather than merely
glance and then "guess" at the sentence, pick up the sentence
while the students cannot see which form you are using,

If any student does not know any of the words, tell him
at once and make no comment that might make the pupil feel
as if he is not being successful.

Lesson 2

Talk About the Letters of the Alphabet

Distribute to each adult a copy of each of the
four words.

Have the students talk about the words but have
them merely glance at the word and then look away
from the word while talking about it.
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Use such sentences as these:

Book begins with b and ends with k.

Ball begins with b and ends with i.

Bird begins with b and ends with rd.

Train begins with tr and ends with n.

Furnish typed sentences which are like the
sentences that have been used in the talk, and tell
the students that they may look at the sentences and
say the words that are used and that they may say
them while you are saying them.

Have this sort of group response for a few
repetitions. Then ask for a member of the class
to read one of the sentences.

The sentences are to be read aloud with the
reader looking at the members of the class and the
teacher. However, the teacher must make sure that
the student glances across the words of the sentence
before he begins to read it aloud.

All reading is a silent process. The eyes focus
upon the words and the mind remembers or recognizes
the meaning. But, if the student continues to look at
the words while he is saying them he is likely to
pronounce them one-by-one. If he does so, he is
readirg at his rate of talk. This rate is far too slow.
He may as well learn to read as rapidly as he needs
to. He can learn to read rapidly or slowly. His
rate will be slow if he continues to look at the words
while he is speaking them.
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The teacher asks the students to talk about the ietters that are
used in he words. Practice writing the letters that are alike.

The next to be practiced are the letters which closely
resemble each other: Kk, Pp, Yy, Ji, Uu, Qq; then Ii,
Ff, LI, Tt, Ee, Dd, Bb, Hh, Rr, Nn, Mm; and finally Gg, Aa.

The teacher should explain that if the students have been
saying the letters, they have been learning something of value
for their reading.

Using a name, the teacher should show how the letters
are connected by a flowing line and how some of them--b,
o, v, w--are connected by a bridge-like line.

Each student should be furnished with his name written
on lined paper so that he can see which of the letters are full
space, which are half-space and which extend below the line.

The teacher may need to show the adults how to hold the
pencil :oosely and how to let the hand glide along the line in
an even movement.

In the talk about the letters which are in the four words,
the students are using the leiters as clues to help them remember
the words. They also are using the t and the h to distinguish
between this and here. In addition to using 6 of the 21 consonant
letters, they are beginning to develop the automatic sound re-

sponse upon which inner speech is based. They should see th
as a unit because the two letters spell one of the two-letter.
sounds -- ch, ph, sh, th (this), th (thin), and wh (hwat). They
are learninTsometing that will make it possible for them to
recognize words through using the sounds of the letters of the
alphabet. In this early lesson, they are seeing and articulating --
in their inner speech five sounds which are spelled by their
name sound (b, h, k, I, r) and the important two th sounds.
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Because the sound of b and k and l and r is included in the
name, from this lesson forward whenever the students see one of
these four letters in a new or forgotten word, their inner speech
will begin to produce the sound. This will happen with the
entire word whenever the eyes focus upon any of the consonant
letters which are in the words that the students look at over and
over again. Moreover, the students are developing the valuable
automatic sound response to some of the consonant blends (tr,
rd).

Lesson 3

Continued Talk About Letters

Ask the pupils to let the word begins show through a slit
in a marker. (To make a marker, into an oblong piece of paper
cut a slit which is slightly longer than the words).

Ask for someone to tell you and the class -- that begins
begins with b and ends with ns. (Secure the answer ns because
the ns blencns usually nz in-round; and the students iFould develop
automatic sound response to nz before they meet ns -- as in sense).

Ask that everyone look at the word while sayIng the b and
the ns. Show the sentence:

Begins begins with b and ends with ns.

Have the sentence read in group response and individually, with
a rapid prereading silently before the students look away from
the text to read aloud. (If anyone seems to have forgotten the
words he is to read aloud, make it clear that the thing to do is
to glance again at the sentence to be sure of the whole sentence.)
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Do the same with with, and, ends.

With begins with w and ends with th.
And begins with a and ends with nd.
Ends begins with e and ends with nds.

Through using these sentences in this way the students have
used a fifth consonant which never uses any sound except its name
sound. (The w is silent in saw because the mouth remains open
qfter the oh sound of a; but in such words as grow the lips close to
make the w sound.) Thus, inner speech is de7i-eiolping for the w.
This automatic sound response operates in words with wh wrlot --
even though the h sound is spoken before the w souncr:-- hwat,
hwich, hwo.

Also, they are developing inner response to th, which
requires the tip of the tongue to be thrust slightly between the
teeth for both sounds -- this, with, thin breath.

Moreover they are having a repetition of nd and are adding
the consonant blends, nds always ndz.

Do the same with this ';t. here.
1111=1.

This begins with th and ends with s.
Is begins with i and ends with s.
Here begins with h and ends wTth re.

Through this talking and reading i'lently and aloud),
the students have added 4 letters -- h, s, t, w, to the 6 which
were used in the earlier lesson (b,d, k, I, n, r). Thus they have
talked about 10 of the 21 consonant letters and 3 of the 5 vowels.
(Ignore the g unless someone asks about it. Answer that g is a
letter that has many uses in English words.)

The students are hearing two sounds for s endz, this.
Be reminded that in English we make the sound that is the
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easiest to make; so that the s or the z sound comes easily when
we are making the other consonant and vowel sounds correctly.

Lesson 4

Learning Words in Meaningful Situations

Have pictures of dogs of various sizes. Put one pictured
dog in the incomplete sentences such as were used in the first
lesson and remind the students that their eyes see the first word
and recognize it as either this or here then pass rapidly over
the is and the a to the picture. Theeput the word dog over the
pict7red dog, and have the students read the sentence silently
and then aloud in group response.

Ask for volunteers to read to the class. (Be sure of the
silent reading which is to precede the oral. Require a glance
so that the reader will know which sentence he is to read. To
avoid guessing make it impossible for the reader to know which
of the sentences he is about to read.)

Have at least 10 completed sentences printed - or typed --
on heavy paper. Juggle them, and let the volunteer student
pull one out, look at it and then read it aloud.

If any mistakes are made put the sentence aside for
additional repetitions. (Make no critical remarks.)

The 10 sentences will be:

This is a book...a ball...a train...bird...dog
Here is a
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Have four line drawings of a tree with a dog near it. Have
one dog drawn to be definitely big, another definitely little,
another merely white, and the fourth definitely black.

Place the big dog at the end of the first one and another
at the end of the two unfinished sentences. After the group
reading of both, place the printed word big over the big dog and
and have the sentences read - - first by 7W-group and then indi-
vidually when the reader does not know which sentence he is about
to read.

Do the same with little, white, black.

Have 10 printed -- or typed -- sentences in order to make
enough repetitions for the students to feel confident about the
new words.

Lesson 5

Using Letters in Spelling Words

Explain that those of the students who wish to write must
also be able to spell correctly; and that learning to spell will
be an easy matter if they memorize the letters which are in the
words they are learning to read.

Explain also that when they hear certain sounds they can
write certain letters. For example, ball is made of three conso-
nants and one vowel letter. The b and the two Ps are the three
consonants and the a is the vowel letter. Ask the pupils to ob-
serve that the lips are pressed together while you are making
the first part of ball, that the lips open and the sound ah-ah-ah
comes from the G7x7at, then the tongue goes to a place just behind
the upper front teeth while you finish with the I sound. Say
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that in all words of the English language whenever we hear either
of these two sounds --the sound of b and tile sound of we can
use the letters; but we have to remember that there is a letter to
represent the ah sound,and here are two I's at the end; and if
we wish to remember the spelling of a word we must make a few
repetitions, aloud and tten,

Take each word in the same manner, thus:

In bird b and r and d may be used in spelling.
In train--the tr and t-ge n :may be used.
In -Fe7-; the 7-and the r may be used.
In WIT the w and theth may be used.
In 7riTand end the nd-r-n-ay be used.
In-Fe-gins th-e7._ and g and n may be used.
In this the th and the- s may be used.
In EO-e.k the-r may be (led but the students must not be

told that theTcan use-a k when they hear the k sound.

In ends and is the s uses the z sound. (At this
stage in -ipling,ige students should not be puzzled
by the sounds which are spelled by more than one
letter.)

(The students should rnake all of the steps
which are listed in the chapter for spelling.)

Other words in the environment may be
taught in the same way. A printed word may be
attached to the table, the desk, the chair, a
window, to various articles and utensils.

All of these words may be put at the blank
spaces of the two original sentence form:

This is a
Here is a

a
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At an early time the unfinished sentences
should use the definite article, as:

This is the
Here is the

Soon they might read:

Here are
Here are the

These changes make it necessary for the
students to be alert in their silent reading. (The
teacher should make sure that each reading of a
sentence is correctly done, with no incorrect
habits developing.)

At all times, the teacher should give help
when it is indicated.

Lesson 6

Sounds of the Alphabet Letters

With pictures or objects or things that may be touched,
teach car, bench, girl, tree, pump, city, country, boy..

Have the students talk about the letters which are used

at the beginning and at the end, being sure t( se the conso-
nant blends. (Note the nch, and the .t..z

Explain that there are two kinds of letters: a, e, i, o,
which are vowel letters; and 21 others which are consonants;
that all of our words are =de of just the 26 letters; and that
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the letters have sounds as well as names.

Have the students talk about the two kinds of letters in the
words as:

Car is made of two consonants and one vowel.
Car is spelled by a c, an a and an r: c-a-r, car.
Th"; c uses a sound a k.
BlacT is made of 4 consonants and one vowel.
Trvowel sound in black is one of the sounds of a.
Black is spelled by 177----md a and ck: blaa.
The k at the end is spellecrby k.
The c in black has no sound.

In this talk the students use the words which they are to
see later in their reading.

The c in city uses one of the sounds of s.
The c in country uses the k sound.
The c in enc helps to spell the ch sound.
When we-7'17Jtearning to spell ben-a, we need to know

that the vowel sound is spelled by e.
We can hear the b and The n and the ch: b e n ch bench.

In the new words of this lesson, there are two more letters
that may be used to spell the word when the learner can hear the
sound. The two letters are m and p (pump).

More Words to be Taught From Sol to Meaning

The following words should be taught by placing the printed
word near or upon the picture or the thing that will make it
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possible for the meaning to be in the mind when the eyes focus
upon the word:

house, store,post office, blue, brown, green, zebra,
orange, purple, red, yellow, corn, hair, squirrel, ax

The students may select words from boxes or lines along an
upright surface and make sentences for each other to read.

The best way is to use sheets of sentences that have been
multiplied on a mimeograph machine.

Copying the words would be excellent writing practice.

By this time the left-to-right eye habit shouid be established
and the students should be doing rapid silent reading and under-
standable oral reading.

In the words which have been taught are all of the vowel
sounds and three of the four diphthongs. Only the u (you, ee-oo)
is missing. All of the consonants are used. There are many con-
sonant blends. Thus the students are becoming equipped with a
phonics foundation that will make it possible for them to become
able to recognize the words they are to meet in their reading.

Lesson 8

Words Taught in Meaningful Situations

Most of the words that have been taught are names of
things which may be touched or pointed out. A few are descrip-
tive. A few are words of acfion. Other types of words are needed
by the students before they begin to read the books, magazines and
newspapers that are available.



Some of these others words are:

in, at, on, by, under, over, to, go,
get, see, saw, seen, am, you, we,
he, she, it, they, them; and so on.

Begin with some of the first seven. For
these, have the printed word where it is not
seen until it is in a meaningcul situation and
use it first in a phrase with known words. For
example, have a printed sentence on a strip of
paper but with something covering the new
word. Or the strip may be folded to show all
of the sentence except the word to be taught.
The sentence might well he SLIch sentences as:

This pencil is on this table.
The book is in the desk.
The man is by the door.
The woman is at the window
The paper is under the table.

At the same time, show the word and hove
the object at the exact spot. Then study the word
as other words have been studied; and read the
sentences in group response and individually.

Words which describe action should be seen
in connection with the action. Pronouns may be
made clear through dramatization.
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Lesson 9

Sounding New or Forgotten Words

The left-to-right movement of the eye focus across the
line of print should become the habit whenever the students
are studying a new word or are trying to remember a word they
may have forgotten. The students should have developed auto-
matic sound response to the nine letters which never use any
sound other than the name sound (b, k, I, m, q, r, v, w, z)
and to the five letters which never are used for more than two
sounds (d, f, j, n, p) and to all of the consonant blends except
sc (because of such words as scald and science). When they
meet a new word they shoulrgo throug-gTeWord rapidly sound-.
ing the consonants but permitting the vowel sound to come when-
ever there is a vowel letter (or two vowel letters in some words).
In some words such as basis, both,vowel letters are representing a
sound. In most words, one of the two vowel letters is silent. In

some words the ou and the oi--or the ow and the oy--are used to
spell a diphthong.

There are other phonetic facts that the students will use as
they advance in their reading power.

The students do not need to bother with the definite sounds
of the vowel letters. The vowel sound seems fi0 come of itself
through the open throat in between the consonant sounds. (Note:
r-m-mb-r, sk-l-t-n, -Iph-b-t, s-p-r-nt-nd-nt,
r-pr-s-nt-d). However, the reader must be thinking the meaning,
trying to get the ideas from the text, so that when his inner
speech produces a word, he will recognize it because of its
fitting into the meaning of the sentence.
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Lesson 10

Using the Dictionary

The work that is done in the first lessons with the letters
of the alphabet is the beginning of dictionary skill. The
students should know the sequence of the letters. In order to
be helped by a dictionary, one must be able to turn quickly
to the letter with which the word begins, and to pass on to the
letters which follow the first letter.

Two things are sought in a dictionary: the meaning of a
word and its pronunciation. There may be several meanings
for any word. The reader has to choose the meaning which fits
into the sentence. In order to secure pronunciation help, the
seeker has to be familiar with the key to pronunciation. At the
proper time, the class members might have contests to determine
how quickly c word may be located.

After the students have completed these lessons, they
should be ready to begin readirg books. There are many
books which are interesting. In choosing the first books,
select those that have rather large print and sentences which
are short rather than long, and lines of print that are no more
than four or five inches in length.
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CHAPTER 4

WRITING

Adult students will come to the writing
class either to improve their penmanship or to
learn to write. Procedure for improvement would
omit some of the preliminary experience for people
who cannot write their names, but otherwise would
be much the same.

The teacher should have the following equip-
ment: a chalkboard or heavy paper fastened to a
smooth upright surface; chalk or a soft, black
pencil; the capital letters of the alphabet stretched
along the wall with the small letters directly under-
neath.

Each student should have lined paper and a
sharp penci I .

For two reasons the beginning should be made
by printing.

I. Cursive writing letters closely resemble
the print except in the way they are loined to-
gether. Maroscript writing letters are like print
except the three letters: a, g and q.

2. The students read print and sometimes
are requested to print their names.

The names of members of the class should be
put on the chalkboard, first printed then in cursive
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writing with the letters directly underneath.

The teacher calls attention to the capitals
at the first of the words, indicates how both the
lower and the upper case letters resemble print,
how some of the letters are twice as high as others,
and asks the students to point out the letters which
are exactly alike in both upper and lower case.
(These will be o, c, v, w, s, x, z)

The students should practice the o in both
heights; then the others.

Whether the students are interested in improvement or
in first experience they will make the most progress in the
shortest time if they practice making the letters in seven
different categories, and in sentences.

1. Half-space, un-bridged letters: a, c, e, m, n r,
s, u, x.

One man can run six races.

Half-space and bridged letters: b o v w.

Some worms weave webs.

One-space letters with o loop:

The bus is black. The hat is black.

4. One-space pointed letters: d t.

We must write words.
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5. Above and below the line: f.

A fish fin fell off.

6. Below the line and pointed: p.

The pump pumps water.

7. Below the line and looped: g, j, q, z.

You may get a quart of frozen juice.



CHAPTER 5

SPELLING

Spelling the words of the English language
would be a simple matter if we had 40 letters in
our alphabet instead of only 26. With 40 letters
each of them could represent only one sound. All
any one would have to do would be to make sure
of the ability to hear and write the letters which
spell them.

Much of the present difficulty is caused by
the five vowel letters: a, e, i, o, u. The five
letters have to represent 15 vowel sounds and 4
diphthongs. Moreover, there is much duplication.
For example, the same sound is spelled in 6 differ-
ent ways in church, word, first, her, learn, and
myrtle; and TrilViusa=s of 7,7accenteal711ables
ig-OEscure, neutral vowel value is spelled in 5
different ways, as in alone, taken, pencil, lemon
circus. The letter o is used rjr-7-17difTg7lt sounds
it773, on, one, corn, look, room, word, oil, out,
lemon. "fil-e-retter a is irseTfor 9 dif elf-7W; sounann
ateir, at, ask, father, walk, cause, learn, alone.
TwoOrthe sornias 1of -ire. letter i are spellgaSy CE-e
consonant letter y.

Much less difficulty is caused by the consonants
for the 21 letters have to spell only 25 sounds, and 13
of the 25 sounds are alwa s s elled in theErneway.,
so that when we hear the soun s we can know what
letters to write. The 13 sounds are the b, d, h, I,
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m, n, p, r, w, y, th (this), th (thin), and wh (hw as in
when).

Of the 12 remaining sounds , seven are spelled in only two
ways. The seven are: f as in telephone, g as in eggs, j as in
gem, s as in cent, t as in looked, v as in just one word a and
ng as in ink.

Moreover, the g and the t and the v always are spelled
by g and t and v when those sounds are at the first of a word;
and three other sounds --ch, y, z--are spelled by ch and y and
z when these sounds are at the first of words. The 13 and six
add up to 19 sounds which are always spelled_by their letters
at the first of words. Two soundsng, zh (spelled by s or z)
are never used at the first of words. The four remaining sounds--
f, j, k, s--are the source of trouble because the f sound is
spelled by ph, the j sound is spelled by g, the k sound is
spelled by c and q and x, and the s sound is spelled by c. Adults
who are learning to spell might, with profit, remember that the
four sounds at the beginning of c word require close attention to
the spelling of the word.

Adults who expect to spell correctly may profit by another
fact about some of the consonant sounds. Five sounds--g, h, s,
sh, ch--are spelled by their letters when the sounds occur at
the end of words, as in dig, hurrah and oh, this and dress, wish,
church. This five with 1E7 13 iot-Trids whia TIT-Ways are spel a-
'F)77-eTr letters adds up to 18 sounds whicth use letters that may be
used in spelling.

Another fact is helpful. Thousands of words are easier to
spell because so many of the consonant blends are spelled by the
letters which spell the sounds.

Thus the real spelling trouble is caused by the five vowel
letters and five of the 21 consonants. The five troublesome con-
sonant sounds are spelled by k (can, queue, kite, six), z (eggs,
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xy!ophone), ch (chin, cello, picture, suggestion), sh (she, sure,
ambition), and the zh sound which is always spelled by s or z
but never by zh.

Fortunately, the five consonants are somewhat more reliable
when they occur in consonant blends.

The firststep in learning to spell is recognRion of the
letters, and in ,abi lity to hear and to speak the 40 language
sounds correctly. The teacher can make sure of the three quali-
fications during the first sessions of the class by following the
suggestions which are in the reading and writing sections of the
manual. If the suggestions are followed, the pupils have a keen
interest in learning to spell.

The following facts may help the teacher to secure good
spel I ing:

I. Every syllable has at least one vowel letter; and,
because of the vowel duplication of sounds, everyone who
spells correctly has had to learn which of the vowel lettersor
the consonant letter y--occurs in the word.

2. Learning to spell is much simplified when the learner
knows about the sounds which are always spelled in lust one way.

3. Accuracy in spelling results from making enough repe-
titions for the learning to become permanent.

4. Spelling rules which have exceptions have no value;
the economical way is to be able to spell the word instantly
without having to spend any time in trying to remember a rule
and make allowances for its exceptions.

5. We learn to spell by learning to spell.
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The essential steps in learning to spell are:

I. Use the word in a sentence.

2. Name the letters while looking at the word, noticing
which vowel and which consonant letters spell the sounds of
the words.

3. Look away from the word while naming the letters.

4. Clcse the eyes while naming the letters.

5. Write the word a few tines, giving attention to the
principles of good penmanship.

6. Let the muscles which are used in writing make the
word "in the air" a few times.

7. Spell the word a few times either aloud or in inner
speech.

8. Write the word--or spell it aloud--when someone has
pronounced it.

9. In a spelling test, write the word or spell it aloud.

In following these steps in learning to spell, the learner
is doing what everyone has to do if he is really to learn to spell;
that is, he is seeing the word and using it over and over again

. while its meaning is in his mind. In the ninth step he is using
the word again in order to cement the learning.

When a pupil knows that he can use certain letters to spell
certain sounds, he can decide just how many repetitions he must
make in order to be sure that he has learned the word. Thus he
need not use time and energy in words which he can learn easily.
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Much time and labor my be conserved if the students are
given an opportunity to wdte the words of a spelling list before
they begin to learn to spell them. While someone is pronouncing
the words, the students should write only the words which he knows
he can spell correctly. He can then learn to spell the doubtfuls.

This manual takes it for granted that the pupils who are
;earning to read will also wish to learn to spell. Reading and
spelling may be learned together.. It is possible for the students
to learn to spell all of the words which they are learning to
recognize in their reading.

Learning to spell is like learning to talk and read, in that
only a few words are learned each day, and the essential repe-
titions may be provided in periodical review.

People who are talking already are using the sounds; and
with proper attention, they can readily learn to hear them and
to write the letters of which words are made.

Spelling may be achieved easily provided the learner is
willing to make use of sight, sound, memory, repetition and
review.
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CHAPTER 6

TEACHING ARITHMETIC TO ADULTS

The primary purpose of beginning arithmetic
experiences for adults is to provide instruction that
will assist them in the acquisition of some fundamen-
tal number concepts, knowledges, and skills that
will be of immediate use, and which will serve as
the foundation for arithmetic work in more advanced
stages. In the beginning or foundation program,
adults should acquire some mastery of arithmetical
content. For example, adults should learn to count,
to read numbers, to write numbers, and the like.
However , mastery of content at this stage is
secondary to the important aim of providing foun-
dation experiences.

The arithmetic materials provided in the six
lessons below are not designed to be a complete
course in beginning arithmetic for adults. It is
expected that teachers will expand on thece materials
and provide additional arithmetic experiences for the
adults. However, there is one very important prin-
ciple to observe and that is all materials introduced
should relate to the everyday problems of adults. A
careful attempt shouid be made to adapt the materials
to the interest and needs of the adult students.

3
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How many?

One square

Two squares

Three squares

Four squares

Five squares

Six squares

Seven squares

Eight squares

Nine squares

Ten squares

Lesson I

Counting

Li
fl

Draw 2 squares here.

Draw 3 squares here.

Draw 4 squares here.

4. Draw 5 squares here.

.1.111=111111111111
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Four squares

F ive squares

Six stivares

Seven squares

Eight squares

N ine squares

Ten squares

ri 1 ;13 4

1112 filEr5-1

171-215-IETEM-61

FlREEET
EJEILIC
1-1-117ffi1 4 E
ETIM

Draw 2 squares here.

Draw 3 squares here.

3. Draw 4 squares here.

4. Draw 5 squares here.

4 T51

FI

rnEi
R1711111-91

i

7 161

Draw more squares to make 6.

Draw more squares to make 7.

Draw more,squares to make 8.

8. Draw more squares to make 9.

9. Draw more squares to make 10.

91

99
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Lesson 2

WRITE THE FIGURE

Write the,,lefigures in the boxes below. The dots show
where ir 4-aegin each figure.

L
,,
i-

,
.,.

....

b
/0

Look at tIze 3 rows of squares.

I 2 3 # 5 6 7 8 9 10

I! 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

121 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
I. Could the squares in the first row.

squcums.

Are there 10 squares in the second row, too?

How many squares do you see in the third row?

4. How many rows are there?

5. In two rows of 10 squares there are squares; in
:.hree POWS of 10 squares there are squares.

There are

6. Two Was are Three 10's are
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LESSON 3
THE NUMBER CHART

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 1 2 13 14 15 16 1 7 1 8 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100

I. In the first row the numbers be in with 1 and end with

In the next row the numbers begin with 11 and end with

3. In the last row the numbers begin with 91 and end with
111M~

4. There are rows.

5. Count the boxes by tens. Write the numbers.

10 , 20 , 30 , 1

100.
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Lesson 4

WRITE THE NUMBERS

94
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Lesson 5

Telling How Many

Count the dots. Write
the missing numbers.

I. 3 and 4 are

* 0 4 and 3 are

2. 5 and 4 are

4 and 5 are0

3 5 and 6 are

6 and 5 are

0
0

7

14,

When you say or think 5 and 6 are 11, you are
adding. You may write 5 and 6 are II this war
5+6=11. The sign + means "add," or "and."
The sign = means "are" or "equals."

4. Count these dots. Write the missing numbers.

11100 8 7

5. Count these dots. Write the missing numbers.

Joe has 9 pennies
9+5=14.

You can write 9+5=14

ee e e
e 9+5= 5+9=

He has

9 5
+5 +9

pennies in all.and 5 pennies.

this way:
tells that 5+9=

8+7=

lara
5+6= . 5+9= 4+5=
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Arithmetic

f:

BASIC ESSENTIALS CHART FOR A
LITERACY EDUCAMN PROdIT

First Stage

For the beginning adult, arithmetic consists in the mastery

I. Number concepts for:

(a) Many

(b) Few

(c) More

(d) Less

(e) Bigger

(f) Smaller

(g) Longer

(h) Shorter

(0 Heavier

2. To count by rote to 100

3. Give opportunities to count by objects to 100
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4. To read number symbols to 20

5. To write number symbols to 20

6. To add through 20

7. To take away - through 10

8. To know whet addition and subtraction mean

9. To know the symbols for "from" and "and"

10. To understand 'regrouping (give and take)

II. To be able to apply numbers to simple life situations

12. To be able to use arithmetic flash cards and other simple
devices.

Second Stage

At the second level arithmetic should consist of the mastery

I. Number concepts of:

(a) How many more

(b) How many left

(c) Twice as many

(d) Half as much
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(e) Fractional parts 4, 1-

(f) Measure sense (as high as ... as deep as ... as long
as, etc.)

(g) Time sense -parts of day, night and seasons

(h) Comprehension of estimate (about how many, how
few, how much)

2. To count by rote to 1,OCO

3. To be able to count by hundreds

4. To read number symbols to I 000

5. To write number symbols

6. To count by two's to twenty

7. To count by fives, tens to 100

8. To know automatically addition combinations

9. To solve simple one-step oral problems in addition

10. To be able to read the date on the calendar, day, week,
and month

11. To apply these number concepts to real life situations
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Third Stage

For the third level arithmetic should consist of:

I. Review and constant practice and frequent drill in the
90 addition combinations

2. Review and constant practice in counting, reading and
Writing of number symbols to 1000

Counting objects by 2s, 5s, 10s, to 100 and by 100s to
1000

4. Humber concepts of:

(a) top

(1,) bottom

(c) heavy

(d) light (weight)

(e) faster (j) far

S. Introduction of time:

(a) Seconds, minutes, half hours, hours

(b) Telling time by clock

(c) Time in relation to movement and distance

(d) Sun time and sun dial

(f) slower

(g) wide

(h) narrow

0) near
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(e) Shadow time

(f) Months of the year

6. Beginning of subtraction

7. Multiplication tables of 2, 3, 5, and 10

8. Division of 2, 3, and 5 - fractional parts (1/2, 1/3, 1/5)

9. Learning the names of and recognizing pieces of money
(learning to make change)

10. Buying and selling in.relation to multiplication and
division

11. Being able to make, read and solve one and two-step
problems

12. Learning how to keep records of buying and selling,
spending, profits, weather, units completed and books
read

13. Learning how to keep scores, time and attendance, and
schedules

14. Being able to read and write the day, date, month and
year
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READING AND WRITING

First Stne

Reading:

For the beginning adult,reading should consist of:

I. Getting ready to read. This means the adult must be
trained and given the opportunity to express himself
in complete sentences. He must be able to tell what
he has seen or heard in complete sentences. (See the
sample lessons in the first part of this manual. )

2. He must be able to listen with understanding to
simple3or4i-step directions or a simple story.

3. He must be able to use simple reading in his daily
activities.

4. He must be able to retell a simple story.

5. Recognition of a few written symbols such as his name
and the names of his classmates, the labels on familiar
objects in his daily life.

6. Memorization of simple materials.

7. Matching pictures and words and pictures and phrases.

8. An interest in books and a curiosity in written material
such as posters and signs.

9. Telling an original story from pictures.

10. Ability to master simple puzzle pictures.
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For the beginning adult writing should consist of:

I. Writing his own name and the name of his city or town.

2. Forming letters in manuscript writing.

3. Holding chalk, pen and pencils correctly.

4. The ability to write words for number symbols to ten.

5. The correct writing posture.

Second Stage

Reading:

During the second phase, reading for the adult should consist of
the ability to:

I. Read simple experience charts about everyday activities.
These charts may be rich and varied.

Retell in h:s own words what he has read.

3. Dramatize what he has read.

4. Match objects, pictures, colors, phrases and short simple
sentences.

5. Match phrases and sentences with chart.

6. Recognize flash card phrases.
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7. Match ideas with pictures and pictures with chart ideas.

8. Illustrate by free-hand drawing what he has read.

9. Use proper eye movement from left to right.

10. Read from line to line and retain sentence and story
meaning.

11. Read without lip movement.

12. Read silently and orally.

13. Proper way to hold book.

14. Find stories by page numbers.

15. Listen quietly while others read.

16. Read simple readings in book form.

Writing;

During the second phase writing should consist of the ability to:

1. Copy from the backboard, chart, or book several short,
simple sentences.

2. Read and understand what he has copied.

3. Write from dictation several simple phrases or sentences
consisting of chart or book reading vocabulary.

4. Have an awareness of letter order and sounds in words
and parts of words (this is spelling readiness).



5. Know and practice the proper way to hold pencil or
chalk, to place the paper on the desk in the correct
writing position, the correct line movement from left
to right across the page.

6. COrrect formation of letters.

7. Write on a line or lines on the paper.

Many adults have developed writing readiness before enrolling in
the adult education class. Therefore, it is possible to teach cur
sive writing at this level.

Third Stage

Reading:

During the third phase reading should consist of:.

1. Reading aloud with proper pronunciation, enunciation
and inflection.

Reading silently with correct reading habits and giving
oral interpretation.

3. How to use a book.

4. Understanding and interpretation and retelling of
reading matter.

5. How to read songs.

6. Dramatization of reading materials.
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7. Reading, following of simple directions.

8. Giving simple direction, in written content.

9. Illustrating stories following written content.

10. Making a group mural of a story in sequence.

II. Write an original story and read to class.

12. Match chart phrases, flash cards and pictures to chart
story.

13. Reading a 2 or 4 line sentence.

14. Evaluating a story.

Writing:

Writing during the third phase should consist of:

I. Review of letter formation.

2. Review of correct writing posture, holding a pencil
or chalk, placing of paper and writing with or without
I ines.

3. Review of correct copying from blackboard, chart or
book.

4. The correct use of spelling and writing in original
sentences of reading materials.

5. Writing of a short paragraph from dictation with a simple,
familiar vocabulary.
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6. Writing individual, original, simple invitations, friendly
letters, requests, thank you notes, stories and directions
in the correct form.

7. How to write and address an envelope.

8. How to mail a letter.

9. Writing experience stories.

10. Writing simple evaluations of stories and experiences.

II. Preparing a household budget.

12. Keeping simple household accounts.

Spe I I ing:

Formal spelling should be introduced during the third phase.
Lists of spelling words should be given daily and immediately used
in dictation and later in original sentences. Spelling lists should
not contain unfamiliar and unrelated words.

The authors feel that formal phonics may be introduced at
this level. Informally, phonics may be introduced it either the
first or second level. At any rate attention must be given to
letter sound and order and syllabification. In teaching spelling
the following procedure is suggested:

I. Teacher slowly pronounces word, adults repeat.

2. Teacher explains word and illustrates with sentences;
she may call f(..)r other illustrations.

3. Teacher pronounces word again, emphasizing syllables
and spelling each, adults repeat.
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4. Teacher writes word on the blackboard, emphasizing
the difficult parts (ear and eye training).

5. Adults trace word with fingers while spelling.

6. Adults trace word with finger while spelling with eyes
closed so as to visualize letter and sound order.

7. Teacher ask for sentence illustration again.

8. Teacher erases word and adults write it.

9. Teacher quickly corrects all mistakes.

Health:

Health should be a definite part of a well organized
literacy education program. It should be included in the
instruction at all levels. For example, at the first level, adults
should be taught the formation of good health habits and attitudes.
At the second level, instruction is designed to give the adults
complete mastery over the health habits learned during the first
phase of the program. The teaching of health concepts to adults
requires maturity and sensitivity. It should never take the
form of "did you wash behind your ears this morning" approach.
Most adults will know the "correct thing to do or say" and will
be very cooperative in trying to improve themselves. The third
level is the time for beginning training in individual responsibility
for the group and appreciation and evaluation of community needs
in the field of health and sanitation.
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Science

Bask and Elementar

First Stage

At the first level no formal work is done in science. How-
ever, un alert intelligent teacher will overlook no opportunity to
make the adult- /are of the world around them. Many of the
adults would huve had experiences which would make this part of
the program easy. There will be many opportunities for informal
scientific experiences. Walks, folks, field trips, songs and games
present very many good opportunities for guided science experiences.
Adults come to literacy classes knowing a great deal about our gov-
ernment and how it functions. These understandings can be built
upon for training in citizenship and public affairs.

Second Stage

During the second phase science instructi:7m should consist of:

I. What the world around us looks like

(a) Land

(b) Water

(c) Sun, moon and stars

(d) Tree, flower and food plants
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(e) Animals

(f) Wild animals, near our homes

(g) Wild animals we read about

(h) Water animals, near our homes

(i) Insects that we find

(j) Birds near our homes

2. Citizenship Education

(a) Duties and responsibilities of citizens

(b) Privileges of citizens

(c) Voting requirements for citizens

(d) History of major U. S. events

(e) Democratic principles upon which our democracy is
founded

(f) National purpose goals

Third Stage

For adults studying during the third phase science should
consist of instruction, experiences with and experiments about:
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The environment and how it affects people:

(a) Geographic characteristics

(b) Climatic conditions

(c) Natural resources

(d) Water and its power

(e) Light and heat

(f) Soil and its importance

(9) Conservatios

(h) How men work and live
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